




80-metres
•receiver

The circuit shown
here will hopefully fill
an important gap, so

missing, in current DIY
electronics. So, leave
the computer alone

for one night and let's
build a short-wave

radio. The 80-m band
CW/SSB receiver to
be described is sim-

ple to construct, yet is
capable of high per-

formance with a good
aerial and, equally
important, a good

earth.

By Ene Edwards, GW8LJJ

Elektor Electronics 11/97

In years gone by,
aU radio maga-

zines produced
'bluepnnts'. These were circuit dia-
grams on aseparate pult-out sheet that
was blue and contained instructions to
make a radio (wireless) set. They were
the plans. Although the bIueprints
have long gone, and there Is still a lot
of interest in home constructing of
radios, there does seem to be little
information on building from the junk
box. By contrast, there have been
many articles where specialised com-
ponents are required or coils have to
be sourced commercially.
The radio we will build is of the

regenerative type. The circuit is
adjusted to the point of just oscillating
when it Is at its most sensitive. With a
few minutes practice thls control will
become second nature in using whilst
tuning the band.
The band I have chosen is etghty
metres (3.5MHz). This is a good fre-
quency band to listen to Iocal and DX
(long-distance) radio amateurs. J have
decided to use radio amateurs as OUT
listening choice because on this band,
and indeed all other short-wave
bands, radio amateurs use single-side-
band and CW (Morse code). This
receiver is best suited for receiving
these modes of transmissions,
Tostart with, you will need a box of

some sort to house the receiver. This
can be any size and type to suit YOUT
own personal taste. I used two boxes,
one for the radio circuit and the other
one for the loudspeaker. You can, of
course, build the complete radio and
loudspeaker into one box. This can be

die-cast or any other type as long as it
is streng. With any radio equipment,
stability is most important. The radio is
not to be built into a shoe box!

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
As stated earlier, the radio is of the
regenerative type. This principle was
used in early radios employing a reac-
tion controi, The principle is, part of the
output signal is sent back to the input
and is amplified, this again is sent back
and amplified even more. The amount
of positive feedback is controlled by a
regenerative potentiometer to the
point of [ust oscillating. Since received
signals present variable signal levels at
the input of the receiver (albeit of the
order of micro-volts), they actuaUy con-
trol the oscillator activity In this way
we can receive SSBand CW signals at
good sensitivity,
The selectivity can be controlIed by

either a very slow motion tuning drive
or another variable tuning capacitor
wired in parallel with the main tuning
to provide what was called bandspread
(or fine tuning). The tuning arrange-
ment I used on one of my designs was
from an old frequency wavemeter This
had a suitable tuning capacitor and a
very slow tuning dial. Another of my
designs used a ISO-pF main tuning
capacitor and a smaller tuning capad-
tor of about 30 pF as the bandspread
controJ. A IS0-pF or so can be made
frorn a standard tuning capacitor by
removing same of the plates. These are
usually crimped onto the main shaft
and can be extracted with pliers and
brute force. Just imagine you are a den-
tist while tugging away at the cepad-
tor vanes! Leaving about five or six
vanes will be a useful mai.n tuning con-
tro!. Of course, you can buy one of
these but they will be expensive as
commercial radio manufactures do not
use many of these nowadays. Look
eround on radio rallies or in junk
stores for suitable tuning capacitors, or
even oId radios if they are not too
expensive. A tuning type capacitor is
also used in series with the aerial (it
must be insulated from the front
panel). This control is used to intro-
duce amismatch at the input and so
attenuate strang signals to prevent
overloading. You will 500n realise the
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sensitivity of this little
receiver, and you wil.l
be keeping the aerial at
some attenuation.

Flgure 1. Circult dla-
gram 0' the CW/SSB
regenerative receiver
for the 811-m amateur
radio band.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The circuit as shown in Figure 1uses
a Clapp oscillator in which the base
bias of the oscillator transistor is
adjusted by the 'reaction' potentiome-
ter; PI. The tuning is by means of a
variable capacitor or a trimmer in
series with the bottom end of L2, the
secondary winding on the ccil former.
As most of you will eventually be
using some form of ex-radio tuning
capacitor (with or without bandspread,
see above), a single 25-pF trimmet; C4,
and a parallel capedtor, C3, are
designed into the circuit for the sake of
convenience, and for quick testing.
Because of the very large gain vari-

ations produced by received signals, the
collector voltage of the tuned oscillator
in fact represents the demodulated sig-
nal. It is tapped via a capacitor, C9, and
fed to T2, whlch acts as an audio pre-
amplifier; Next comes a volume control,
P2. An LM386, ICl, is used as the audio
output stage. A1though any output
device will do here, I chose this IC
because of its low cost, and lalready

Back tu Earth

had four of them in my
junk box! The LM386
has the usual Boucherot
network at its output
(here, Cl6-Rll) to pre-
vent oscillation. Test

voltages measured on our prototype of
the receiver are shown at various
important junctions in the circuit dia-
gram.

IN PRACTICE
The complete circuit is built on the cus-
tom designed printed circuit board
shown in Figure 2. Construction of the
receiver on this board is seJf explanatory
as you only have to follow the parts list
and the component overlay. Unfortu-
nately the FCB is not available ready-
made through our Readers Services.
The only component you have to

make yourself is the combined induc-
tor LI-L2. The components that make
up the lOF1 inductor assembly (from
Neosid) are illustrated in Figure 3. L1
consists of 15 c1ose-wound tums of 0.1-
mm dia. (SWG40) enamelled copper
wire on the lower part of the former.
Although the other wincting, L2, is
made with the same wire type, ir dif-
fers front LI in that it consists of two
layers: the lower one has 40 turns, the
upper one, 20. L2 is wau nd on the

or
1N4001 +12V

+
upper part of the lOFl for-
mer. As the copper wire is
quite thin, it is also brittle, so
work carefully, Don't farget
to rernove the enamellayer
front the wire ends, this is
best done by carefuliy sand-
papering Of scratching
(with a sharp hobby knife)
the last 5 rnrn or so, and
then pretinning with YOUf

solder iron. Check. the con-
tinuity of the inductors at
the base pins of the former,
using the FCB component
mounting plan and the cir-
cuit diagrarns as guidance.
Also make sure none of the
base pins comes into con-
tact with the meta! cap
wh ich is pushed over the
former once this is in place
on the circuit board. Before
mounting the finished

inductor onto the board, check. its looks
against those of our prototype, shown
in Figure 4.
If you are unable to produce the

rCB shown in Figure 2, there is an
alternative: veroboard construction.
The method Ihave used is a little dif-
ferent in the sense that J use the ver-
oboard up-side-down! I lay the com-
ponents on the tracks and cut away
the unwanted copper. The component
leads do not go through the board as
is the norm, but actually sit on the
tracks. This keeps all component leads
to an absolute minimum length. The
un-coppered side is then stuck (with
super-glue) to a copper ground plane.
In RF circuits it is important to keep
stray capacitance to an absolute mini-
murrt. One way of achieving this is by
placing the complete circuit on an
earthed plane such as cop per clad
board. The leads of components must
be as short as possiele. if not non-exis-
tent, as these can act as part of a tuned
circuit especialJy at high frequencies.
Although not as criticaJ in the fre-
quencies we are using here, it is still
good practice to cut component leads
very short.
The 12Volts is applied, and the aer-

ial with the all important earth is also
ettached. If you are using a bandset

+--
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and led it through a hole in my shack wall (Shack is a radio
amateur's shed), which was then attached to a box with a
couple 01 4-mm sockets. The total length 01 the wire is
about two meters. The shorter the wire and the heavier the
gauge, the better the earth will be. Always keep it damp,
no problem on wet days but you will need to throw a
bucket ot water over it on drier speils ... when the water
board is not looking.

00 not be tempted to use the mains earth, although good
lor what it is intended lor in the household, it may not be
the best lor radio reception. Make an earth spike out 01
prelerably copper, but almost any metal will oo. Mine is
made from an old copper pipe that Imade into a point at
one end lor entering the garden, and a f1atat the other end
to which Idrilled a small hole to lit a nut and bolt with a
solder tag. The pipe is about ten inches long but this is not
imponsm', as any length will do depending how deep your
garden qoes. I soldered a length 01 good thick earth wire

1Note thai the author fives practically at sea level. A much longer
earthing rod may be required depending on your location and the
soil condition. Tech. Editor.
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Figure 2. Copper track layout and component mount»
Ing plan of the PCS deslgned for the receiver (board
not ava/lable ready-made). Tbe large copper plane
provldes ver( good decoupling of RFsignals where
necessar(, and so helps to keep the receiver stable.

control as the main (coarse) tuning,
then set this to abour halfway (half
mesh). The bandspread control is also
set the same. lf you have a good slow
motion drive on the main tuning
capacitor, then you will probably not
need the bandspread capacitor (the
bandspread capacitor is wired directly
across the main tuntng capedtor). Set
the aerial tuning capacitor (here, trim-
mer Cl) to half-mesh also.
If you have a slgnal generator or a

grid dipper you can then align the coil
to the middle of the band around
3.65 Ml-Iz, critical alignment being
made with the coil and capacitor/s. Do
not switch the receiver on. Couple the
generator srgnal to the receiver input
by means of a few turns of wire
around the coil former. Set C4 to
almost minimurrt capacitance, and
peak the core for best reception of the

Figure 3. Tbe compo-
nents that make up
the 10F1assembly
from N80Sld. (1)
scr_n/ng can; (2) ter-
rite core; (3) coll for-
mer with base.
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test signal. The signal level may be
measured by connecting a 10:1
«15 pF load) oscilloscope probe to the
hot side of C4. Carefully and alter-
nately adjust the eore and C4 until the
signal level peaks. At this setting, LI
and C2 are tuned exactly to the cen-
Ire of the band.
If you have a short-wave receiver

already, you can find where you are
by comparison. If you have neither of
these, don' t worry, you'Il soon find
what you want by experimenting.
Remember, though, that due to radio-
wave propagation the 80-m band does
not come alive until after sunset, and
that reception is generally better in
winter time. Set the reaction pot also
to about halfway. With al.l the neces-
sary items attached slowly adjust the
pot until a slight oseillation is heard.
Turn the main tuning control whllst
keeping the reaction in the state of just
oscillating. When a signal is detected,
adjust the bandspread (fine tuning, if
fitted), aerial tuning and reaction until
the signal is a pleasure to listen to.
Obviously you will have adjusted the
volume control accordingly. A little
practiee and you will soon realise how
weil this llttle circuit performs. 1am lis-
tening to some continental amateurs
as I am typing this text. luve quite low
down by the coast and have a moder-
ate wire aerial.

IN CONCLUSION
Enjoy building this little receiver and
have hours of fun tuning around the
band. The important faetors are stabil-
ity and short component leads. The
rest is just patience to start with in get-
ting top know this receiver. This really
should not take more than a few min-

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors:
Rl,R2,R4 ~ 10kQ
R3,R8 ~ 470Q
R5,R9 ~ lkQ
R6 ~ 33kQ
R7 ~ 4kQ7
Rl O,R11 ~ lOQ
P1 = 1kQ linear
P2 = 10kQ logarithmlc

Capacitors:
C1,C4 = 25pF trimmer or tuning
capacitor
C2 ~ 680pF
C3 ~ 33pF
C5,C9,Cl0,Cl1 ~ 10!IF 63V
C6 ~ 470pF
C7 ~ lnF
C8 = 47nF
C12 ~ 10nF
C13,C18 ~ 1000!IF 16V radial
C14 ~ 4,lIF7 16V
C15 ~ 100ßF 16V
C16 ~ l00nF
C17 ~ 22,uF 16V

Inductors:
L1= Neoeid 10F1 (brown dot on
core)

Semiconductors:
Dl ~ lN4001
Tl ~ BF224 or BF494
T2 ~ BC547B
ICl ~ LM386

Miscellaneous:
LSPl ~ 8 ohm 1 watt

Flgure 4. Close·up of the flnlshed
input band filter, L1-L2, fitted In
the circuit. Do not apply too
much heat whlle soldering the
enamelled copper wlre, as the
10F1base is prone to soften a tit-
tle and the plns will easily come
loose. Also note that we've used
a few drops of candle wax to
secure the windings.

13

utes. You may experiment with the
number of turns of the coils, but keep
to the same ratio. Happy tuning!
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Figure 2. Copper track layout and component mount-
ing plan of the PCS designed for the receiver (board
not available ready-made). The large copper plane
provides very good decoupling of RF signals where
necessary. and so helps to keep the receiver stable.

control as the main (coarse) tuning,
then set this to about halfway (half
mesh). The bandspread control is also
set the same. If you have a good slow
motion drive on the main tuning
capa citor, then you will probably not
need the bandspread capacitor (the
bandspread capacitor is wired direct1y
acrass the main tuning capacitor). Set
the aerial tuning capacitor (here, trim-
mer Cl) to half-mesh also.
If you have a signal generator or a

grid dipper you can then align the coil
to the middle of the band araund
3.65MHz, critical alignment being
made with the coi! and capacitor/s. Do
not switch the receiver on. Couple the
generator signal to the receiver input
by means of a few turns of wire
around the coil former. Set C4 to
almost minimum capacitance, and
peak the core for best reception of the

r2

~'
9700B7·12

Figure 3. The compo-
nents that make up
the fOFf assembly
from Neosid. (f)
screening can; (2) fer-
rite core; (3) coil tor-
mer with base.
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test signal. The signal level may be
measured by connecting a 10:1
«15 pF load) oscilloscope probe to the
hot side of C4. Carefully and alter-
nately adjust the core and C4 until the
signal level peaks. At this setting, LI
and C2 are tuned exactly to the cen-
tre of the band.
If you have a short-wave receiver

already, you can find where you are
by comparison. If you have neither of
these, don't worry, you'll soon find
what you want by experimenting.
Remember, though, that due to radio-
wave propagation the SO-rn band does
not come alive until after sunset, and
that reception is gene rally better in
winter time. Set the reaction pot also
to about halfway. With all the ne ces-
sary items attached slowly adjust the
pot until a slight oscillation is heard.
Turn the main tuning contral whilst
keeping the reaction in the state of just
oscillating. When a signal is detected,
adjust the bandspread (fine tuning, if
fitted), aerial tuning and reaction until
the signal is a pleasure to listen to.
Obviously you will have adjusted the
volume contral accordingly. A little
practice and you will soon realise how
weil this little circuit performs. I am lis-
tening to some continental amateurs
as I am typing this text. I live quite low
down by the coast and have a moder-
ate wire aerial.

IN CONCLUSION
Enjoy building this little receiver and
have hours of fun tuning araund the
band. The important factors are stabi!-
ity and short component leads. The
rest is just patience to start with in get-
ting top know this receiver. This really
should not take more than a few min-

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl,R2,R4 = 10kQ
R3,R8 = 470Q
R5,R9 = lkQ
R6 = 33kQ
R7 = 4kQ7
Rl0,Rll = 10Q
Pl = 1kQ linear
P2 = 10kQ logarithmic

Capacitors:
Cl,C4 = 25pF trimmer or tuning
capacitor
C2 = 680pF
C3 = 33pF
C5,C9,Cl0,Cll = 10/IF 63V
C6 = 470pF
C7 = lnF
C8 = 47nF
C12 = 10nF
C13,C18 = 1000pF 16V radial
C14 = 4pF7 16V
C15 = 10quF l6V
C16 = 100nF
C17 = 2~F 16V

Inductors:
L1= Neosid 10Fl (brown dot on
core)

Semiconductors:
01 = lN400l
Tl = BF224 or BF494
T2 = BC547B
ICl = LM386

Miscellaneous:
LSPl = 8 ohm 1 watt

utes. You may experiment with the
number of turns of the coils, but keep
to the same ratio. Happy tuning!

(970087-1)

4
Figure 4. Close-up of the finished
input band filter, Lf-L2, fitted in
the circult. Do not apply too
much heat while soldering the
enamelled copper wire, as the
fOFf base ;s prone to soften a tlt-
tle and the pins will easily come
loose. Also note that we've used
a few drops of candle wax to
secure the wind;ngs.

13~



hygrometer
with LED display and
switched output

The measurement and
contral of the moisture
conte nt of gases, such

as the atmosphere
around us, is an integral
part of many industries,
. but is also of importance in the home and
workshop. Although moisture, that is, water

vapour, is not an ideal gas, for many hygrom-
etry purposes it is sufficient to assume that it
behaves ideally. In enviranmental applications
the basic unit of moisture is relative humidity,

which is the ratio in per cent of the actual
vapour pressure in the atmosphere to the sat-
uration vapour pressure of water at the same
temperature. It is thus temperature dependent
but independent of the atmospheric pressure.

There is a
huge choice of

techniques for the measurement
of relative hwnidity, reflecting the
many ways in which Its presence
is manifested. The techniques
range from measuring the exten-

sion of a harr in simple roarn monitors
to sophisticated electronic instruments.
The instrument proposed in this

article is based on a special sensor of
which a detailed description is given in
the box further on in this article. lt is
espedally intended for use indoors and
has a range of 35-130 per cent RH (rel-
ative humidity). Its readout is made up
of high efficiency light-emitting diedes
(LEDs). Provision is made for driving
an external fan OI dehumidifier via an
integral relay contact.

Desiqn by H Banekamp

ELECTRICAL SENSORS
There are many substances whose elec-
trieal Impedance changes with the SUf-
rounding moisture leveL This change
of impedance can be calibrated in
terms of moisture concentration or rel-
ative humidity (RH).
Most of these electrical sensors con-

sist of two electrodes separated by a
material whose impedance changes in
direct proportion to the relative
humidity, The separating material may
be a polymer, tantalum oxide, silicon
oxide, lithium chloride mixed with
plastic, or a hast of others.
The sensor used in the present

hygrometer is a Type NH-3 which
may be considered a moisture-depen-

16 Elektor Electronics 11/97



dent potential divider. When a stable
alternating voltage is applied across
the divider, a potential is produced at
the junction of the two divider
branches which ts direct1y propor-
tional to the ambient moisture con-
centration. This voltage is recrified
end differentiated, after which it is
used to drive a bar of LEDs via a suit-
able display driver. The associated
electronics circuits are simple.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
ln the circuit diagram in Figure 1, the
moisture-dependent sensor is leu
while the display LEDs are driven by
lC4. Rectification and differentiation of
the sensor output is effected by IC3a_c

Ta ensure that the moisture-depen-
dent potential divider in the sensor
functions satisfactorily, it needs to be
powered by an accurately defined,
symmetrical alternating voltage. This
is provided by rectangular-wave gen-
erator 1C1a. This is a comparator with
a totem pole (single-ended) output, in
which the conditions for oscillation are
met by the positive feedback provided
by R3. The time-constant, r , is equal to
R4-C2. The reetangular wave output is
symmetrical (square wave) and has a
frequency of 1 kHz. Its level of 3 Vp-
is stable since the generator is powerea
bya reference voltage, UREFI of 3 V
Since there should be no clirect cur-

rent through the sen-
sor, the output of the
generator, IC1a, is cou-

pled to the sensor, IC21 via capaeitor
C3·
The impedance of the sensor varies

in direct proportion to the ambient rel-
ative humidity: from 2 kQ at 90% RH
to 10Mn at 30% RH. The consequent
lang time constants, and thus the sus-
tained switching phenornena, are
countered by resistor Rs in parallel
with the sensor.
A high dissipation in the sensor

affects its linearity and the design
therefore ensures that this remeins
below 1 mW over the entire measure-
ment range.
The sensor cutput, taken front

pin 2, is applied to ap amp IC3b via
buffer IC3;,' The op amp not onJy raises
the signal by x 2.7, but, since it oper-
ates asymmetrically, also rectifies it
(half-wave). Moreover, in this stage the
reference level is shifted from UREF to
earth.
The pulsating direct voltage at the

output of IC3b is differentiated by net-
work RlO-C4J after which the signal is
buffered by ICJe, and then applied to
the input of IC4 via calibratian control
P,.
Circuit IC4 is an accurate potential

divider containing ten comparators
each of which can drive an LED
directly, The IC is therefore able to dls-
play variations in the applied direct
voltage on a bar of ten LEDs. .lts pin 9

enables a choice to
be made between
dot and bar

F/gura 1. The eireult ofthe
hygrometer eonslsts 01 a
sensor, reetmer/dlfferent/a-
tor, display driver, bar 01
LEDs, and power supply.
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SENSOR
In the prototype, the moisture-dependent sen-
sor is a Type NH3 trom Figaro, but other suit-
able models may, ot course, be used.

Basical/y, the sensor consists ot a combi-
nation of a maisture absorbing material and a
thermistor. The Type NH-3 is an ultra-linear
model which uses two such cambinations.
The sensor proper is embedded in porous
ceramic, which ensures stabifityas weil as a
long lite. The electrodes are made trom ruthe-
nium oxiäe, Ru02' which is also a porous
material.
Both the sensor and thermistor are

mounted on aceramie substrate.
In the equivalent circuit shown, the resis-

tors torming the potential divider are marked
RH' and RH2, and the thermistors, TH, and
TH2· The applied alternating voltage is Vo,
while the sensor output is V,.

THl RH2 RHl

TH2

2 3,. .,...__ -'V-" • :
c4 I,
• vo •

973009· 13

RH

"k

9 ... 12V 012 52

~~~~~--
1N4001

oo~---- +-~__~-J

lOOk

RE1 = V23127·AOOO2-A201

st U, r- +

c 0 H
'"

ro
5 sm 0" 80%

n t t ::099 MODE 75%
n ta ::'" 70%IC. ta

R~ " ::07 65%
REFOUT " " ::" 60%

" ts ::05 55%
LM3914 LA ts ::04 50%

G H ::03 45%
8 REFAOJ [2 ta ::'" 40%
4 RLO IT t

0' 35%...
tI,

IC1 = TLC3702

IC3 = TLC274 970065 - 11
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Figure 2. The prlnted-
clrcult board for the
hygrometer holds all
components.modes (the prototype

uses the dot mode).
Normally, the accu-

rate reference voltage, UREff required
for powering the sensor is obtained by
a fairly complex arrangement. In the
present circuit, it is, however, provided
by display driver IC4 and is available
for external applications at pin 7. It is
too low for the sensor, and is therefore
raised by IC3d to 3 V. The output of the
amplifier is compensated for capadtive
loads by R12 and C6.
The switched output is driven by

comparator ICIb, which functions as a
level detector. The comparator is pro-
vided with an hysteresis of about 4 per
cent by RI7 and RI8 and drives relay
ReI via transistor TI' The change-over
contact of the relay is linked to the out-
side world via connector KI
The reference voltage applied to

the non-inverting (+ve) input of ICIb
is derived from UREF and set to the
required level with P2' This contral
thus sets the degree of relative humid-
ity at which the relay is actuated.

18

The level setting is
simplified by switch 51'
When this is set to posi-

tion B, the sensor signal is interrupted,
and in its stead the reference voltage
is displayed on the bar of LEDs via
IC4·

Parts llst

Resistors:
RCR4. R17 = 100 kn
R5-R7• R13 = 10 kn
Ra, Rg = 27 kn
Ra, Rg = 27 kn
RlO = 1 Mn
Rll = 22 kn
R12 = 100 n
R14 = 6.8 kn
R15 = 3.9 kn
R16 = 12 kn
R1B = 4.7 Mn
R19 = 1 kn
R20 = 3.3 kn
Pl• P2 = 10 kn preset

Capacitors:
Cl = 10 J.lF.10 V, radial electrolytic
C2 = 0.068 J.lF,metallized polyester
(MKT)

C3 = 2.2 flF, metallized polyester
(MKT)
C4 = 0.047 flF, metallized polyester
(MKT)

C5 = 10 flF, 10 V, radial electrolytic
C6 = 47 pF, ceramic
C7 = 100 J.lF,16 V, radial electrolytic
CB, C9 = 0.1 flF, high stabülty

Semiconductors:
01-010 = LEO, red, high efficiency
011,012 = 1N4001
013 = LEO, green, high efficiency
Tl = BC337

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = TLC3702CP
IC2 = NH-3 (Figaro) or equivalent
IC3 = TLC274CN
IC4 = LM3914N

Miscellaneous:
Sl == change-over switch
S2 = single-pole on/off switch (or
push-button type - see text)
Rel = relay, 9-12 V, single change-
over contact
Kl = 3-way PCS terminal block,
pitch 7.5 mm
PCB Order no. 970065 (see Readers
Services towards the end of this
issue)

There are two ways of obtaining
C 0 N S T R U C T ION the requisite power supply. When the
Even less-experienced constructors instrument is used in a more or less
will find the assembly of the hygrom- permanent position, it is best to use a
eter on the printed-circuit board standard mains adaptor with an out-
shown in Figure 2 a fairly easy affair, .put of 9-12 V. Since the hygrometer
since there is no additional wiring and draws a current of only 50 mA, such
all components are housed on the an adaptor need not be a heavy duty
board. As usual, mind the polarity of version.
the diodes and electrolytic capacitors For mobile use, it is, of course, nec-
and fit the ICs in suitable sockets, essary to use a 9 V battery instead of a
although this is not strictly necessary. mains adaptor. It is then, however, not
The assembly may be fitted in any possible to use the switched output.

of a variety of suitable ABS (acryloni- Transistor TI' the relay, and most of the
trile-butadiene-styrene) cases. The really , components associated with ICIb, but
important thing is that the sensor is '., not RI8,may then be omitted. Resistor
fully exposed to the ambient atmos- RI8 is necessary for the stability of the
phere, and this requires the drilling of op amp.
a number of not too small holes in the Ignoring the relay, the circuit draws
enclosure. a current of about 14 mA. Although

Elektor Electronics 11/97



this is modest do not forget to switch
off the supply when the meter is not
in use, otherwise the battery will soon
be discharged. 1t is, therefore, better,
if the meter is always used in mobile
form, to replace 52 by a spring-loaded
(push button) on/ofl switch.

ence hygrometer.
Performance of the prototype com-

pared reasonably weil with that of
same commercial hygrometers, at least
over the range 40-80% RH. This is in
accord with the manufacturer's sensi-
tivity curve shown in Figure 3. It will
be noted that the curve has a
sharp(ish) bend below about 40% RH,
but that its linearity over the remain-
der of the range is good.
The degree of dampness at which

the ventilator or dehumidifier is
switched on is set with P2' This is best
done by setting switch SI briefly to
position B to display the reference
voltage on the bar 01 LEDs.

CALIBRATION
[f the hygrometer is used (almest)
exclusively to switch on a fan or dehu-
midifier in spaces suffering fram damp
conditions, the calibration Is not terri-
bly important: it then suffices to set PI
to its centre position.
Where greater accuracy is dcsircd,

the instrument must be calibrated (by
adjusting PI) with the aid 01 a refer- [9700651

010 80%

09 75%

08 70%

07 65%..
CI
~
'0
>
:;
c.
:;
o 0.2r=:;;i==;F=;ir.~r~

05 55%

04 50%

03 45%

02 40%

01 35%

o
20 30 40 50 60 70 80

relative humidity (%)
90

960065 -12

Flgure 3_ The sensltiv-
Ity curve of the sensor
is linear from 40% RH
to 80% RH.
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in passing ...
Another fine mess
Abollt half a year ago my wife and 1 moved 10
a larger house. Detached, just 8years old, and
in a charming ham let not too [ar from our
respective work locations. Don't get me wrang.
we are very satisfied with our ehoice (which we
were able to make after half 0year's intensive
house-hunting), and the hause is reasonably
weil built using good quality matertals. lt has
every luxury I personally want (and that's not
a lot), and it looks splendid after our most
reeent undertaking, atl-round paint workl
To gel to Ihe point, the only Irouble wilh the
house is electrical. The previous owner c1aimed
he had 'done a lot bimself 10 finish Ihe con-
structiori of the house. Unfortunately, although
reasonably versed in plumbing and other
'coarser' trades like masonry (the results 01
whicti far exceed my own capacities), he
deserves a very low grade for electrical instal-
lation work. While tne larger part of Ihe elec-
trical system has been installed by qualified
people, the previous owner must have made the
odd change and addition here and there after
the electricity board inspector approved the sys-
tem and walked off about 8years ago.
I IlOW have a coliection 0/A4 sheets on which
I have attempted to unravet various attempts
at layman's electrical installation. For exam-
pie, I found that the connection of the cenlral
heating boiler to Ihe thermostai fiued in our
living room used half a dozen wires ojassorted
colours and a totallength of more than /00 m,
travelling up and down the house, eitner
unprotected or through voriolls pieces 0/plas-
tic conduit. As lopened the old dial-type Hon-
eywell thermostat, J was perplexed. The DlY
Cll control system was 01 a [earsome eom-
plexity, using a special 24-V trans former, a
relay, a hidden switcti and 0 very noisy valve
(controlled by a mains extension cable running
from lhe attic down to the scullery) to control
the floor heating, and, to cap it all, an ante-
diluvian switching clock which enabled the CH
boiler from 7 am to 11 pm, with its vessel ther-
mostat set to 75°C. Although ,,11these compo-
nents are of industrial quality (l wonder where
he got thern from), Ihey are superjluous in my
vie.v. I removed all the wiring; the relay and the
trans iforniet; and installed a modern, intelli-
gent, room thermostat which switches the gas
vaive using the 24-V supply also fitted inside
the CH boiler. As far es I know, this is a stan-
dard, safe and approved connection based on
just two medium-duty wires to the room ther-
mostat. After a leaming period of about one
week in spring time, the heating system war/red
fine, and my efforts have been rewarded with
a much reduced. gas bill.
A few days ago 1 decided to install an infra-red
(PlD) controlled lamp in the front porch. No
problem, I thought, until 1 opened the double
switeh in the hall and sah' many more wires
than I had expeeted, some just entering the
switcb case and leaving it again without allY
connecüon whatsoever. No assorted c%urs
this time: just one: green!

Jan Buiting
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stereo microphone
amplifierwith balanced

inputs and
phantom power
supply
The magnification of

very weak audio-
frequency signals is

and remains a precar-
ious affair. That is
why a microphone

amplifier good
enough for profes-
sional applications

must have balanced
inputs and indis-

putably good specifi-
cations. Foremost, of
course, is the faithful
transducing of sound.

Although this is a
subjective aspect, it is
confidently expected
that the design of the
amplifier described

here will satisfy even
professional audio

engineers and
technicians. It is a
stereo model with
integral phantom
power supply for

electret microphones.

Design by J Branqe

22

INTRODUCTION
There are not all that rnany good
methods to amplify the very small a.f
output signals of a microphone with-
out affecting the quality of the input
sound. One of the best is undoubt.edly
that in which a balanced instrument
amplifier, discrete or integrated, is
used.
Today, the accent in design is on

integrated drcuits, les, rather than on
discrete transistors. One of the many
a.f Ks in the gamut of Analog Devices
is the SSM2017, which is eminently
suitable for use in a balanced micro-
phone amplifier. This operational
arnplifier has a small noise factor and
low total harmonie distortion, com-
bined with a large bandwidth and
high slew rate. Also, its amplificahon
may be set within wide limits.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Frorn the foregoing, it is clear that

basing the design of the microphone
amplifier on an SSM2017 is asound
decision. The circuit diagram in Fig-

ure 1 may look extensive, but it should
be borne in mind that it concerns a
stereo circuit. This means that there are
two of every device and component
with the exception of those in the
power supply The following descrip·
tion will be limited to the left-hand
channel.
The microphone is connected to the

balanced Input amplifier, IC1, via ter-
minals L+ and L-. The facility for
short-circuiting R1 and Rz is provided
for cases in which the circuit is to be
used as a line amplifier. The switches
are then open to provide an attenua-
tion of 10 dB. When the circuit is used
as microphone amplifier, the resistars
are short-circuited. So, if use as a line
amplifier is not envisaged. the switches
and Rl, R2 may be replaced by a wire
bridge.
The supply voltage needed by elec-

tret microphones is provided via a
phantom Iine. This means that the sig-
nallines are used for carrying the sup-
ply voltage, whlch is, of course, not
applied to the arnplifier input. The volt-
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Features
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with an input signal of 2 mV into 50 [I)
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Figure 2. The printed-cir-
cuit board is in two parts
to enable the amplifier
and power sections to be
kept iso/ated.

Parts list
Resistors:
Rl• R2• R7, Rs• R13, R1S' R19•R24•
R2S' R30 = 10.00 kO, 1%
R3, R4. R20• R21 = 6.81 kO. 1%
R5' R6• R22•R23 = 30.100.1%
R9• R26 = 1000. 1%
RIO. R1l, R27• R2S= 20.00 kO.
1%
R12• R29 = 1.00 kO. 1%
R14• R15•R31• R32 = 221 kO. 1%
R16• R17• R33• R34 = 22 n
R35• R36 = 100 n
R37• R42 = 10 kO
R3S = 82.50 0, 1%
R39 = 2.87 kO. 1%
R40• R41 = 10 °
PI = 10 kO, log. stereo poten-
tiometer
P2 = 500 °preset potentiometer
Capacitors:
Cl, C3, CIS. C20• C3S•C36 =
47 J..IF.63 V. radial
C2• C4• CIO. Cl1• C19• C21• C27•
C2S = 1 J..IF.metallized polyester
(MKT), pitch 5 mm or 7.5 mm

C5• C22 = 0.1 J..IF
C6, C23 = 0.0047 J..IF
C7, Cs• C24• C25 = 0.001 J..IF
C9, C26 = 0.12 J..IF
C12, C13, C29, C30 = 1000 J..IF,
25 V, radial
C14-C17• C31-C34, C38, C4S-C48
= 0.1 J..IF,ceramic

C37 = 1 J..IF,63 V, radial
C39 = 100 J..IF,63 V, radial
C40 = 0.1 J..IF,metallized poly-
ester (MKT), 100 V
C41 = 470J..lF,100 V, radial
C42 = 470 J..IF,63 V. radial
C43• C44 = 10 J..IF,63 V. radial
C49• Cso = 1000 J..IF,40 V, radial
CS1-C54 '" 0.047 J..IF,cerernte

Semiconductors:
01-04, OrOIQ = zener 5.6 V,
500mW
Os. 06• 011. 012 = 1N4148
013 = LEO. high efficiency. red
014-017 '" 1N4004
0IS = LEO, high efficiency. green

Integrated circuits:
IC1• IC3 ee SSM2017 (Analog
Oevices)
IC2, IC4 = OP275G (Analog
Oevices)
ICs = TL783C (Texas Instru-
ments)
IC6 = 7818
IC7 = 7918

Miscellaneous:
K1 = two-pin terminal block,
pitch 7.5 mm
SI. S2 = double-pole on switch
(or wire bridge - see text)
S3 = single-pole on switch
BI = B80C1500 bridge rectifier
Rel = 22 V relay, 2 contacts
TrI = mains transformer, 2x18 V
secondaries. 4.5 VA
PCB Order no 970083-1 (see
Readers services elsewhere in
this issue)
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Figure 3. In the proto-
type, 5" 52 and P,
have IJeen omltted
del/berately - see text.

age is 48 V and is linked to the input
lines via relay Re}J which Is controlled
by 53. Network R3S-C3Sprovides addi-
tional smoothing of the supply line.
The supply voltage is applied to the
balanced microphone lines via poten-
tial divider RTR.. RF decoupling is pro-
vided by CS. The lighting of diode D13
indlcates that the supply is on.
Capaeiters Cl and C3prevent any

direct voltages from reaching the
inputs of ICI.They are bypassed for r.f.
by C2 and C•.
Resistors Rs and ~, in conjunction

with zener diodes D1-D41 suppress
any peaks on the phantom supply
Iines that may be caused by the oper-
ation of 53-
Resistcrs R7 and RB form the input

load of ICI. As the pass-band of this IC
is wide, it needs to be narrowed to
reduce noise and distortion and also to
largely suppress the effect of any r.f.
radiation that may be present. The
bandwidth is reduced by capacitors
C6-C81 which must not be ceramic
types.
One of the exceUent features of the

55M2017 is that its voltage amplifica-
hüll is easily varied without affecting
its input impedance and bandwidth.
The amplification, a, is determined by
the value of R9 between pins 1 and 8.
The relationship between these two
quantities is given by

With the value of 100 Q specified far
R9 in the present circuit, this gives an
amplification of x100 (40 dB). Far an
amplification of x31 (30 dß), the value
of ~ is 332 Q, and for x316 (50 dB), it
is 31.6 Q.
The output ofICI is applied to vol-

urne control P1A via buffer amplifier
IC2A.This buffer is a special type of
op amp, an OP275, which functions on
the Butler arnplifier principle. In this,
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a cornbination of bipolar and junction
field-effect transistors is used to pro-
vide the 100wnoise of the first and the
speed and sound quality of the sec-
end. This arrangement results in a
device with impressive specifications
as regards noise contribution, distor-
tion and slew rate.
The amplification of the buffer is set

10 unity with RIO and Rn
The bandwidth of the buffer is lim-

ited by C9.
Ta eliminate the fairly high offset

(that is, imbalance) voltage produced
by the 55M2017 (which may be as
high as 200 mY, depending on the
amplification), and since an electrolytic
capacitor at the output was considered
undesirable, integrator IC2B is used.
This op amp compares the potential at
pin 1 of the buffer amplifier with that
at its inverting input (pin 6). On the
basis of this comparison, the integrator
adjusts the input to the buffer in such
a way that the overall offset voltage at
the output is smaller than 1mV at a11
firnes. Diodes Ds and D6 protect the
integrator against high peak voltages.

POWER SUPPLY
The circuit needs three different sup-
ply voltages: a symmetrical one of
± 18 V for TC,-IC,.; a single one of 22 V
for the relay: and a single one of 48 V
for the microphone(s).
The ±18 V is provided by two volt-

age regulators, TC6 and IC7. The sup-
ply lines to the various ICs are
bypassed fOT any noise and interfer-
ence on the mains supply by resistors
R16 and R17 and capecitora C12-C17 (or
R33 and R"" and C2g-C34 in case of the
righr-hand channel).
The supply Iine far the relay is

taken directly from the secondaries of
the mains transformer since this need
not be smoothed er regulated. Its level
of 22 V is sufficient to drive the relay
reliably.
Since the output of the mains trans-

former is not sufficient for direct1y
generating the 48 V line for the micro-
phone(s), a cascade network,

D16-DITC4rC42 is used to boost the
voltage across the bridge rectifier to
about 70 V (open-circuit). This is
reduced to +48 V by the combination
of regulatar rcs and preset P2.
Diode D18 functions as on/off indi-

ca tor.

CONSTRUCTION
It is obvious that in view of the very
low a.f Input signal levels it is desir-
able to isolate the amplifier from the
power supply, end this is why the
printed-circuit board in Figure 2 con-
sists of two parts that should be sepa-
rated before any construction work is
commenced. In the final assernbly, the
two boards should be kept apart by at
least 20 cm (8 in).
The construction itself is fai.rly

straightforward, but a few points need
to be borne in mind. Switches 51 and
Su if used, rnay be connected via 4-pin
SIL headers.
In the same way, volwne control PI

may be connected via a 6-pin SIL
header. Again, not everyone may
deern this control necessary When the
amplification, and therefore the value
of ~ (and R26 in the right-hand chan-
nel], has been deterrnined, the control
ls not really required, since the volurne
is set on the mixet panel or power
amplifier. To enhance the signal qual-
ity it is then better to omit P, and, to
protect the outputs, connect a 100 Q
resistor between ptns 1 and 2 and 4
and 5 of the SIL connector.

Tt is advisable to house the power
supply section in a well-insulated plas-
tic (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene -
AB5) case.
The mains cable should be pro-

vided with a stratn-relief.
The arnplifier section is best housed

in a metal case. The case should be
connected to one of the earth connec-
tions on the amplifier board.
Finally, to keep any induced noise

and interference to an absolute mini-
mum, intertwine the three wires of the
±18 V line and earth, and the two
wires of the +48 V line and earth.

[970083]
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video copy processor
For obvious reasons,
the rights owners of
Hollywood 'block-
busters' and other
films released on

video cassettes are
doing everything they
can to prevent finan-

cial losses due to
unauthorised copying

of their products.
Most of these (huge)
companies, including

Disney, employ an
anti-copy process

called Macrovision ,".
In this article we will
endeavour to unravel
the operation of this

technology, as weil as
describe a pretty

intelligent processor*
which defeats the
pulses and

other purposely
introduced inter-
ference that pre-
vents VCR-to-

VCR copying of
Macrovision '"-

protected
VHS/PAL video

tapes.

According to Macrevision
Corp., their video cassette
anticopy process is the most
effective and widely used
technology fOT preventi.ng
'back-tc-back' copying of
videos using two VeRs. The
technology, they say, has
been applied to over 1.5 bil-
lion video cassettes world-
wide, and is used by virtu-
ally every major Hollywood

- removes copy interference signals from pietute syncs
on prerecorded video cassette tapes
- enables legal copying (VCR back-to-back for backup
purposes only)
- enhances picture quality in playback mode
- future-proof thanks to programmable EPLD
- low component count
- drop-in unit with SCART or Cinch connectors for easy
connection
- designed for VHS/PAL VCRs

Design by W Foede

28

* The Editors express/y dissociate from any illegal use of this circuit when the
copyright vested in video cassettes is viola ted by removing the prerecorded
Macrovision components. If you are the rightful owner of a prerecorded video
tape, you are entitled to make one copy of it for backup purposes only.
Macrovision T,. is a registered trademark of the Macrovision Corporation, Sunny-
veie, CA.
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studio, as well as by over 1,500 pro-
ducers of special interest, corporate
and educational programming.
Macrevision T~ copy protection is

available through 100 licensed du pli-
cators throughout the world, includ-
ing 40 licensed duplicators in the US
and Canada.
Macrevision DT is applied to VHS

tapes only and seems to be more com-
mon in the US than in Europe. One of
the best known videos protected by
the system Is the UK version of Dis-
ney's Pocahontas. Although the basic
technology is the same, there exist
sbghtly different NTSC and PAL ver-
sions of the system. The processor
described in this article was designed
for use with VHS/pAL tapes only. It
has not been tested with VHS/NTSC
tapes.
Like many other copy protection

schemes and video encryption sys-
tems, Macrovision has been subject to
a number of revisions aimed to keep
the system compatible with evolving
technology, in particular, of the video
cassette recorder (VCR). Sinee an early
(and very famous) publication in this

magazinel. the system has been
improved considerably. The
present processor has been
designed to reflect all major
changes made to the system
up to the time 01 writing this

article (August 1997).

WHAT HAPPENS?
Suppose you copy a Macrovision pro-
tected tape to a secend VCR. Because
you are using a good quality tape in
the reeording VCR, and a fully-wired
SCART-to-SCART link between the
two machines, you expect the copy to
be of reasonable quality. The disap-
pointment comes when you play back
the copy: the picture is useless because
it is unstable. In sorne cases, there is
colour flickering, or even a virtually
dark picture. The sound may also dis-
appear beeause the TV set detects an
unintelligible picture and prornptly
mutes the audio drcuitry, The Macro-
vision Corp. describes the effect as:
'copies made on most consumer VCRs
are degraded to the extent they no
longer have any entertainment value'.
Neatly pur, but obviously forgethng
about the fun some electronics enthu-
siasts rnay have in defeating the sys-
tem.
How is it possible that the TV set is

not bothered by the Macrovision inter-
ference, and the recording VeR goes
haywire? The answer is relatively sim-
ple. A TV set has a picture synchroni-
sation circuit that employs a kind of
flywheel to prevent small irregularities
in the received signal upsetting the
picture stability. Weil, the purposely
introduced Macrovision interference
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(more about it further on) is inter-
preted es a minor disturbance
which most (but not all) TV sets
have no problem in overcorrung.
The interference is definitely
there, however. lf you happen to
have an older TV set available, try
this: reduce the vertical picture
height, or adjust the vertical sync
so that the picture starts to roll
slowly. With some Iuck, you may
be able to see the Macrovision signals
as bright vertical stripes near the top
or bottom of the picture.
The recording stgnal drcuitry in a

VCR does not have a 'flywheel' func-
tion like the one implemented in a TV
set. Thls function is not required and
not appropriate because the recording
rnethod Is based on FM (frequency
rnodulation). All VCRs do, however,
have an AGC (automatie gain control)
whose operation is totally rnessed up
by the interference bursts and other
spunous pulses introduced by the
Macrevision signal. In fact, the inter-
ference makes the Vf.R think that the
picture is alternately far too bnght and
far too dark. In response to this fake
information, the AGC reduces the
video gain to virtualJy zero, which
results in a darkened picture, and then
pumps it again. The speed of the effeet
is such that the pieture is 'murky' and
unstable.

WHAT HAPPENS?
(GETS TECHNICAL)
For the following discusslon it is
assumed that you have abasie knowl-
edge of the structure of a composite
video signal.
The types of copy interference sig-

nal found on the latest pre-recorded
video cassettes are shown in Figure 1.
The basic thought is the same in a11
cases. All video recorders use ACC and
black-Ievel clarnping for their record-
ing circuits. These functions have their
timing determined by the front edge
of the line sync pulse (HS), and they
start working on the rear porch (which
starts weil before the COIOllI burst).

variable

U
I--- ---.Jfl

970066 -11

Figura 1. These drawlngs show the
three types 0' interferenee (A, Band C)
recorded on Maerov/s/on-protected
video tapes in order to malre tape copy-
ing a waste 0' time. The Video Copy
Proeessor deser/bad in th/s artle/e
deteets all thrae types 0' Interferanee,
and kllls It wlth the a/d 0'a magie
blankIng pulse called M-VOFF.The
drawlngs apply to VHS/PALonly.

Interference type A
In a 'clean' signal, the instantaneous
level of the rear porch is taken to rep-
resent the 'bleck' reference. Beeause it
is not dependent on t.he picture
(video) contents of the line, the level
difference between the bottom of the
sync pulse and the black level is an
indication of the average video signal
level. If the rear poreh is pulled to the
extreme white level as illustrated in
Figure 1 (interference A), the process
of establishing the video signal level is
disturbed because a very large video
signal is expected. As a result, the
video gain is reduced to minimum.
Because TV sets do not have a compa-
rable gain control circuit in the video
amplifier, the actual level is not
reduced. None the less, the drive rnar-
gin is changed considerably as a result
01 the 'fake' damping level. As a result,
the pietute in the affected range
becomes darker. A "peak-white" burst
(interference type A) is purposely
inserted 14 times before each vertical
sync pulse. The result is interference
near the bottorn of the picture.
The Video Copy Processor to be

described further on detects the peak-
white burst, and removes it from the
rear porch.

Interference type Band C
As opposed to interference type A,
types Band C are marked by levels
which are varied periodically. This spe-
cific feature of the Macrevision system
causes some parts of the picture to
remain just about recognisable. The
main interference is 'C' in the blanking
period after the raster sync pulsei
where the VideoText information nor-
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Older decoders remove the 'C' inter-
ference only, and forget about the W.
and 'B' components. If only 'B' remains
active, there will be a distinct flickering
(rapid brightness variations) in the
upper picture range. So, both have to
be eliminated. Dependtng on the cir-
cuitry used in the TV set, interference
type C may cause annoying horizontal
picture tearing in the upper picture
range when the tape is played back.

Flgure 2_ Comblned block dla-
gram 0' the c/rcuit and the /og/c
stashed away In the EPLD7032
chip.

mally resides. By inserting six new Une
sync pulses and six 'whitened' black
references per line, the operation of the
AGC circuits is totally disrupted, caus-
ing a muddled picture to be recorded:
no brightness, no synchronisation!
Because the mutlng drcuit is activated,
the sound channel with the film also
disappears. The interference of type B
is accurately matched to type C so that
TV sets show quasi-constant brightness
in the upper range of the picture.

The present copy processor removes
all three interference typcs from the
composite video signal (CVBS) with
the aid of its M-VOFF (Macrovision-
Off) signal.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The heart of the circuit is an EPLO
device type EPM7032from Altera. This
'black box' contains a large number of
digital functions which have been pro-
granuned into the chip. The IC is avail-
able ready-programmed from the Pub-
lishers (in combination with the PCB),
or from kit suppliers. The main mod-
ules which are available in the EPLO,
and their Interaction. are shown in Fig-
ure 2. Mind you, not al1of the bloeks
you see in the dia gram are hidden
inside the EPLOi some are external,
tangible and of l00%-analogue design.
Hence, our discussion of the operation
of the circuit will cross-refer between
the EPLD innards and the circuit dia-
gram in Figure 3. An EPLD device was
chosen here to reduce the component
count and to defeat future changes to
the Macrovision system (if and when
they occur), simply by modifying the
internal design of the chrp.
Norrnally, an audio/video (AV) out-

put supplies a positive CVBS (colour-
video-blanking-synchronisation) signal
with a level of about 1 Vpp into 75 Q.
So it is necessary for the video proces-
sor to provide a voltage gain of 6 dB
(2x), and an output impedance of
75 Q to ensure the same level ls avail-
able at the output.
Transistors T4 and T3 form a com-

plementary Darlington device whose
gain depends on the ratio of (R3IR4) to
R8. The polarity of the original signal
is not changed by this arnplifier. Using
diode 01 the CVBS input signal is
clamped at a level determined by volt-
age divider R6-PI-R5. Thanks to the
preset, the circuit can be made to
respond properly to input signals
which are marginally out of spec (i.e.,
tao weak or too strong). The result of
the damping operation is that the sig-
nal at the base of T4 has a stable bias
level. By way of resistor R7, T4 can be
disabled by the M-V OFF (Macrovi-
sion-Off) signal, which is digital and
genera ted by the EPLO chip. The val-
ues of resistors R4, R3 and R7 are such
that the 'off' level corresponds 10
'bleck", while the amplified signal is
not clipped at either side.
Emitter follower T2 acts as an out-

put buffer. A simple level deteetor, Tl,

seribe to the newsgroup ree. video. /f you are new to this
kind of eommunieation, be sure to download, print and
read the newsgroup's FAQ (frequently asked questions)
before you start posting messages.
Aseparate, reasonably weil informed FAQ (currently ver-
sion 1.1) on Maerovision has been posted by Antti Paar-
lahti at http://www.es.tut.fi. The partieular strength of this
FAQ lies in the seetions whieh explain the operation of the
Macrovision system in a technical as weil as in a non-tech-
nical way. Interestingly, a number of technieal references
draw heavily on the 1988 Elektor Eleetronics Macrovision
decoder/blanker.

Macrollision on
the Internet
The Internet is a great source for further information on
Macrovision. Ws all there: teehniea/, commerciei, hearsay,
hacker into, and totally uninformed stuff.
First of all, we should, of course, mention the site run by
the Makers of the System. Surprise, surprise, this may be
found at http://www.macrovision.com.
/f you wou/d like to partieipate in discussions about video-
related subjects like the Meerevision anti-copy system, sub-
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extraets the horizontal and vertical
syne pulses (HVS) from the CWS stg-
nal. It also acts a5 an inverter; so that
positive-going syne (S) pulses with a
level of 5 Vpp are applied to pin 39
(HVSIN) of fhe EPLD ehip.
Components Rll and C8 form a

lew-pass filter to block the colo ur
burst and other high-frequeney
interference. By way of an edge
deteetor, the leading edges of the S
(syne) pulses start a 9-bit counter
(HCTR) which is docked at 6 MHz.
This clock frequency is supplied by
an oscillator inside the EPLD chip.
The oscillator uses quartz erystal Xl
as the frequency determining ele-
ment. The programmed H-Iogie
keeps the input bloeked for about
63,L.ls to make sure that only the
leading edge of the 5 pulse can start
the counter at 64-,us intervals.
Beeause the oscillator is a free-run-
ning type, the start instant may vary
by 160 ns; not a problem here.
The HVS signal obtained from the

sync separator is buffered and then
applied to a two-stage low-pass filter;
LP.In the actual circuit, the integrator
is formed by external components
C13-R20-Cll-R19 which supply the
vertical (raster) sync pulse, VS. Using
a gate and the V-logic signal, VS starts
another 9-bit counter. You guessed it,
this one's ealled VCTR.
So far, so good. TI1e complex ana-

logue and digital circuits discussed so
far, and in particular the HeTR and
VCTR elements, allow any Instant in
the pieture to be pinpointed. Using
seleeted combinations of HeTR and
VCTR output states, the module
called 'blanking logic' determines
when the Macrovision blanking
pulses (M-VOFF) should be sent to
T4 to eliminate the various types of
interference. All bursts of type A
which occur before V5 are eliminated
in this way. In this operanon. the
colour bursts in the 16 lines at the bot-
tom of the pietute are also lost. For-
tunately, that is of little consequence
because these lines are not normally
visible. Starting at V5, the following
pieture components are blanked (i.e.
pulled to blaek): the entire vertical
blanking period, all 'B' and 'C' inter-
ference (hurray), and the eontents of
8 picture lines before the VS instant,
which we don"t want anyway
because additional 'rubbish' signals
may be packed therein.
A double-pole change-over switch,

51, allows the processor to be made
transparent. This is aehieved by dis-
abling the M-VOFF signal.
The power supply is conventional,

being based around the familiar 7805
voltage regulator with a handful of
WO-nPcapadtors thrown in for decou-
pling at critical points.
The video copy processor may be
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Figura 3. Clrcuit dia-
gram 0' the Video
Copy Processor for
VHS/PAL.11Ie heart 0'
the clrcuit is apre-
programmed EPLD
chip whlch combines
a lot 0' loglc tune-
tions. Sockets K3 and
K4 may be om/tted If
you use clnch cable
connections only (not
recommended,
though).

conneeted using SCART cables er coax
cables earrying the CWS signal. More
about this further on.
Socket K6 supplies trigger signals

for your oseilloseope, and may be use-
ful when it comes to analysing specific
stgnals in the circuit or the input video
signal.
Finally, there are two LED indica-

tors in the circuit: one for the power
supply (07, red), and another which
lights when a Macrovision signal is
detected (06, green).
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Figure 4. Copper frack liJyouf and
componenf mounfing plan of fhe
prinfed circuif board designed for
fhe Video Copy Processor. This
board te available ready-made
fhrough our Readers Services.
fogefher wlth the programmed
EPLD chip.

CONSTRUCTION
We've designed a very compact
printed circuit board for the Video
Copy Processor, and would advise
anyone intending to build this circuit
to use the ready-made board sup-
plied through our Readers Services,
or a kit supplier. For your reference,
and for those of you who insist on
making the board thernselves, the
artwork of the single-side printed cir-
cuit board is shown in Figure 4.
Mounting the parts specified in the
components list is mostly plain sail-
ing. There are three wire links on the
board: one under the EPLD socket,
one between switch SI and connec-
tor K1, and between K4 and the
EPLD socket. Before you do anything
else, Ioeate and in stall these three
wires. Next, it is recommended to
stick to this order when mounting
the parts: resistors, capacitors, IC

32

socket, semiconductors, connectors,
transforrner, crystal. The two LEDs
should be mounted at a height that
enables them to protrude from the
top panel of the case. Watch the ori-
entation of the polarised components.
Yes, that includes the PLCC socket for
the EPLD chip. Be warned, one error
and you'll be spending hours on
faultfinding, not even mentioning the
cost of a new EPLD chip.
The dissipation of the 7805 on the

board is quite low so that a heat-sink
is not necessary. Use an M3 bolt,
washer and nut to secure the regula-
tor to the board.
For an exact fit, the size of the

board and the position of the connec-
tors demand the use of a type SD20
plastic case from Donau. Alas, there' s
no way you can avoid cutting, drilling
and filing clearances for the SCART
sockets, the LEDs, the cinch sockets,
the decoder-bypass switch, and the
mains input cord. Fortunately ABS
plastic is an easy going material.
After a thorough visual check, the

board is mounted in the case with the
aid of three M3 screws (for which
there are holes in the PCB), and 10-
mm long PCB standoffs which are
secured to the back plate of the case.

As a finishing touch, stick four rub-

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1,R13,R14 = 75Q
R2,R18 = 100kQ
R3,R22 = 100Q
R4 = 220Q
R5 = 15kQ
R6 = 22kQ
R7 = 22Q
R8 = 390Q
R9 = 390kQ
R10 = 2kQ2
R11 = 330kQ
R12,R16,R19,R20,R21 = 1kQ
R15 = 560Q
R17 = 10kQ
P1 = 2kQ5 preset H

Capacitors:
C1 = ~F2 16V
C2,C3,C5,C1O,C14 = 100nF
C4 = 220JtF 16V radial
C6 = 220pF
C7 = 220nF
C8,C11,C13 = 10nF
C9,C12 = 47pF
C15 = 1000,uF 16V radial

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4148
02-05 = 1N4001
06 = green LEO, high efficiency
07 = red LEO, high efficiency
T1,T3 = SC560S
T2 =SC550S
T4 = SC550C
IC1 = EPM7032 z
IC2", 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1,K2,K6 = cinch socket, angled,
PCS mount
K3,K4 = SCART connector, angled,
PCS mount
K5 = 2 way PCS terminal block,
raster 7.5mm

S1 = double-pole changeover
switch (PCS mount, angled, raster
2.54mm), e.g. Fujisoko AS20, or
Arrow 022-E subminiature, RS
Components order code 149-276.
X1 = 6 MHz quartz crystal
TR1 = mains transtormer, PCS
mount, 6V 1.5VA
(Monacor/Monarch VTR11 06)

Case: type S020 trom Donau. Out-
side dimensions: approx.
125x70x40 mm.
PCS and programmed EPLO chip:
order code 970066-C (see Readers
Services page).

ber feet on the back panel to prevent
scratches on your furniture.

SETTING-UP,
CONNECTING-UP
Apart from preset PI, there are no
adjustments in this circuit. Initially, the
preset is set to mid-travel. If necessary,
adjust it if the output level supplied by
the 'playing' VCR is on the high or
low side.
The Video Copy Processor is

inserted in the AV (audio/video) link
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0. Video Copy ..
Processor

(cinch, BNC, DlN or SCART) between
a playlng and a recording VCR. Nor-
mally, two SCART cables will be used:
one from the playing VCR to the input
of the copy processor, and another,
from the copy processor output to the
recording VeR. This is the easiest solu-
tion. as the Copy Processor has two
SCART sockets, K3 (input) end K4
(output) available for this purpose.
If you don't want to invest in two

SCART cables, you mayaiso make do
with Olle by using the alternative COI1-
nection scheme illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Fln/shed
board, ready for
mountlng into the
compact Donau
cas&.

Elektor Electronics 11/97
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You have to open up the two SCART
plugs. though, and do some soldering
Inside. It is also necessary to mark the
SCART plugs which go the different
veRs to prevent the cable being COI1-

nected the wrang way around. Basi-
cally, the alternative connection boils
down to breaking one of the tWQ

CVBS wires (pins 19 and 20), and giv-
ing it an alternative route through the
Video Copy Processor by way of short
pieces of coax cable terminated with
cinch plugs.

(970066-1)

Figure 5. Use this
alternatille cabling
scheme If for some
reason rau don't want
to use /wo SCART
cables to connect the
Video Copy Processor
between the /wo
VCRs. The alternative
consists of one
SCARTcable whose
plugs are opened and
modffled to break one
of the CVBS links. In
thls way rau enable
the CVBS signal to be
passed through the
Video Copy Processor
using /wo coax cables
fltted with c/nch
plugs. Each SCART
plug on the cable so
modified has to be
marked to make sur«
it goes to the rlght
VCR ('play' or
Irecord').

Reference:
1. Macrovision decoderJblanker, Elektor
Eieeinmies Oetober 1988.
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airflow and temperature sensor
1YPeTMP12

effective monitoring
of cooling systems

The TMP12 is a sili-
eon-based airflow

and temperature sen-
sor designed to be
plaeed in the same
airstream as heat

generating eompo-
nents that require

eooling. Fan eooling
may be required eon-
tinuously, or during

peak power
demands, e.g., for a
power supply, and if
the eooling system

fails, system reliability
arid/er safety may be
impaired. By monitor-
ing temperature while
emulating apower le,
the TMP12 ean pro-
vide a warning of

eooling system fail-
ure.

An Analog Devices Apphcation

40

The 1MP generatos an internal voltage
that is linearly proportional to Celsius
temperature, nominally +5 mV DC-1.
The linearized output is compared
with voltages from an external resis-
tive divider - RrR3 in Figure 1 - con-
nected to the TMP's 2.5 V precision
reference. The divider sets up one or
two reference voltages, as required by
the user, providing one or two tern-
perature setpoints. Comparator out-

puts are open-colleetor transistors able
to sink aver 20 mA.
There is an on-board hysteresis

generator provided to speed up the
ternperature-setpoint output transi-
tions, which also reduces erratic out-
put transitions in noisy environments.
Hysteresis is programmed by the
external resistor chain and is deter-
mined by the total current drawn from
the 2.5 V reference.
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ACCURACY

Accuracy TA - +25"e ±2 ±3 °C
(high, low setpoints) T, - -40 "C to +100 "C ±3 ±5 oe

Internal scale factor T, - -40 "C to +100 "C +4.9 +5 +3.1 mVie
Power supply rejection

PSRR 4.5 V'S: +Vs $;5.5 V 0.1 0.5 °C/Vratio
Linearity T, - -40°C to +125°C 0.5 oe

Repeatability T, - -40°C to +125°C 0.3 oe

Lang term stability T, + 125 "C for 1000 hrs 0.3 °C
SETPOINT INPUTS

Offset va/tage Vos 0.25 mV
Output va/tage drift TCVas 3 pvrc
Input bias Gurrent current I. 25 100 nA
VREF OUTPUT

VREF TA - +25 "C, no load 2.49 2.50 2.51 V
Output va/tage

VREF TA ::: -40 "C to + 100 "C, no load 2.S±O.015 V

Output driff TCVREf -10 ppmiC

Output current,
'VFlEf 7 pAzero hysteresis

Hysteresis current SF"", 5 pAtcscale factor

OPEN·COLLECTOR OUTPUTS

Vo,
'SINK - 1.6 mA 0.25 0.4 V

Output low va/tage
ISINK - 20 mA 0.6 V

Output leakage cutrent 'OH VS - 12 V 1 100 pA
HEATER

Resistance RH T, +25°C 97 100 103 Q

Temperature coefficient T, - -40 oe to +125 °C 100 ppmrc
Max. continuous cuirem

'
H Guaranteed but not tested 60 mA

POWER SUPPLY

Supply range +Vs 4.5 5.5 V

Supp/y cutrem I"
Unloaded at +5 V 400 600
Unloaded at + 12 V 450

pA

The TMP12 airflow sensor also
incorporates a precision, low-temper-
ature coefficient 100n heater resistor
that rnay be connected directly to an
external 5 V supply. When the heater
is actuated, it raises the die tempere-
ture in the DIP package to about 20 "C
above ambient (in still air).

FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION
The TIv1P12temperature sensor seetion
eonsists of a bandgap voltage reference
which provides both a constant 2.5 V
output and a voltage that is propor-
tional to absolute temperature
(VPTAT). The VPTAT has a precise
temperature coefficient of 5 rnV °C_I,
and is 1.49 V (nominal) at +25 "C. The

Flgu,. 1. The mein
elements 0' the
TMP12 e,. e tempera-
ture-dependent von-
age souree, /wo com-
peRton, end e heater
res/stor.

Elektor Electronics 11/97

comparators liken VPTATto the exter-
nally set temperature trip points and
generate an open-collector output sig-

nal when one of their respective
thresholds has been exceeded.
The heat source for the TMP12 is

TMP12
HYSTERESIS

- CURRENT v+
Rl CURRENT

MIRROR

R2

1000

WINDOW
COMPARATOR

L.__~ ~~. UNDER

R3

VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

ANO
SENSOR

HYSTERESIS
VOLTAGE
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an on-chip 100.Q low temperature
coefficient thin-film resistor. When
this is connected to a 5 V source. it
dissipates

PD = V2/R = 52/100 = 0.25W,

which generates a temperature rise of
about 32 "C in still air and about 22 "C
in an airflow of 2.3 1115-1. By selecting
a temperature setpoint between these
two values, the TMP12 can provide a
Iogic-Ievel indication of problems in
the coobng system.
A proprietary, low temperature

coefficient thin-film resistor, in COI1-

junction with production laser trim-
ming, enables the TMP12 to provide a
temperature accuracy of ±3 "C (typi-
cal) over the rated temperature range.
The open-collector outputs are

capable of sinking 20 mA, allowing the
TMP12 to drive small ccntrol relays
direct1y.
Operating Irom a single +5 V sup-

ply, the quiescent current is on1y
600jJA (max), without the heater resis-
tor current.

PROGRAMMING
THE TMP12
The basic thermal monitoring applica-
tion requires only a simple three-resis-
tor ladder voltage divider to set the
high and low setpoints and the hys-
teresis. These resistora are pro-
grammed in the foll.owing sequence.

1. Seleet the desired hysteresis tem-
perature.

2. Calculate the hysteresis current,
IVREP

3. Select the desired setpoint temper-
atures.

4. Ca1culate the individual resistor
divider ladder values needed to
deveJop the desired comparator
setpoint voltages at the Set High

42
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TMP12

...

9701180 - 12

and Set Low inputs.
The hysteresis current is calculated
!rom

IHYST = IVREF = 5 J.LA °C-1 + 7 IJA·

Für example, to pro du ce 2 "C of hys-
teresis, Iv!m should be set to 17J1A.
The setpoint voltages, VSET are cal-

cu.la ted fr0111

This equation is used for both VSETHIGH

and VSETLOW- A simple three-resistor
network, as shown in Figure 1, deter-
mines the setpoints and hysteresis
value. The equations to calculate the
resistors (in kD.) are:

SELECTING
SETPOINTS
Choosing the temperature setpoints
for a given system is an empirical
process, because of the wide variety of
thermal issues in any practical design.
The specific setpoints are dependent
on factors such as airflow velocity in
the system, adjaeent cornponent loca-
tion and size, peB thickness, Ioeation
of copper ground planes, and thermal
Iimits of the system.

TYPICAL APPLICATION
The circuit in Figure 2 is a typical
application of the TMP12 (it is called
'Evaluation Board' by Analog Devices).
In this, the Je needs a single 12V sup-
ply for operation, which is, however,
requlred only for the fan and under-
temperature heater. The 5 V line

Figura 2. Typlcal
basic appllcat/on oi
Iha TMP12 (caltad
Evaluation Board by
Analog oa,,/cas).

required by the TMP12 is produced by
an on-board regulator, U1.
Three switehes are provided to (1)

eonneet the internal heater; (2) dis-
conneet the under-temperature heater;
(3) disconnect the on-card fan.
The setpoint temperatures pro-

vided by the (unmodified) circuit are
~ 40 -c (TMP12 junction temperature)
for cooltng fan ONm and s 20 "C for
heater ON. Thermal hysteresis Is set to
2 "C. Different setpoint and hysteresis
values may be set by changing the val-
ues of R1-R3using the equations given
earlier in this artic1e.
The preset trip temperatures will

cause the fan to cyde ON and OFF (in
typicallaboratory temperatures) with
the TMPI2's internal heater enabled.
Resistor ~ is provided to adjust the

internal power dissipation of the
TMP12i this resistor should be
removed when the pin-compatible
low-power, programmable version of
the K, TMP01, is used.
The low-setpolnt or heater function

is used primarily for the TMPOl in
heatinglcooling control applieations.
However, the low-setpoint function is
also inc1uded on the TMP12 airflow
sensor as the function is easily
changed to a second high-setpoint by
inverting the logic output polarity
(using an external gate). In that way,
the TIv1P12can provide actuation for
primary and secondary cooling fans,
or an auxiliary fan control plus over-
tempcroturc warning.

[970080)
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Uradar-controlled
door opener

This article provides
suggestions and

other useful data to
help you design a

door or lock opener
system based on a
ready-made X-band

(10-GHz) radar
module. Movement
of any object or per-

son within the
radar's range is

detected using the
Doppler effect and a
simple evaluating
circuit which con-

trols a relay.

PRINCIPLE
OF OPERATION
TIl€ microwave detector which pro-
vides the switching information fOT the
door opener is a volumetrie radar
designed to detect persons OI objects
wiehin a specified area. On detecting
anything that moves within its range,
the system energizes a relay which, in
turn, opens a door or provides access
in another way.
The radar module used here is a

Doppler type operating in the X-band
(3em, 10-GHz). In theary, the unit is
capable of measuring object velocity
between 50m/h (approx. 14em/s) and
SOOkm/h. Electronic evaluation of the
(Dappler-shift) output frequeney sup-
plied by the radar module enables the
systcrn to reliably detect walking or
runnlng persons. OI moving objects
(like a ear on the garage driveway).
In terms of sensitivity and reliabil-

ity, the performance of Ws type of
detector is superior aver that of PID
(passive infra-red) detectors because it
is not in the least affected by fog, rain,
darkness or intense sunlight. Also,
thanks to the fact that nucrowaves tra-

Desiqn by S Panzet
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verse many matertals like (plain) glass,
wood and ceramics, without apprecia-
ble attenuation, the unit can be
mounted out of sight, which is not
normally possible with PIDs.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The cornplete circuit of the radar-con-
trolled door opener is given in Fig-
ure 1. The heart of the circuit ls the
microwave radar module Type
MDUIOOO.The Doppler-shift signal
supplied by its lF (intermediate fre-
queney) is first filtered by RI and C3
which help ta eliminate low-frequency
components. Next, the signal is ampli-
fied by two opamps with respective
gains of 2!Ox (IC2a) and l-IOOx
(IC2b). The latter gain is adjusted with
preset Rl4, and determines the detec-
tion range of the system. In the opamp
amplifiers, capacitors C4 and C6 pro-
vide some bandwidth limiting by pass-
ing high-frequency components. An
electrolytic capacitor, CS, in the second
opamp stage serves to decouple the
d.c. cornponent.
The detection sensitivity of the sys-

tem is adjusted with preset Rl5 whieh
eontrols the bias at the - input of the
third oparnp in the circuit, IC2c,which
is wired as a eomparator.

,

'" 2N2222."'"
" ...
s ,

9700~1 . I I

Figura 1. C/rcult dla-
g,am ot ths radal'Con-
trolled door opens,.

If a significant Doppler shift oceurs,
the output of IC2e swing high and
enables a monostable multivibrator
(MMV) built from two of the four gates
in IC3 to genera te a 'person detected'
pulse with a Iength of abou t 0.5 s. The
delay, T, is expressed as

T = l/(RSoC7) [s]

The resulting control pulse at the out-
put of gate IC3b eauses driver transis-
tor Tl to be switched on, so that the
green 'detect' indicator LEDI, lights.
The same pulse is inverted by IC3e,

triggering a second (this time re-trig-
gerable) MM\I, lC4. The good old
NESS5 used in this position controls
the 'on' time of relay Rel via driver
transistor T2. This time may be set to
any value between 0.5 s (not very use-
ful, we recken, except of course to let
the RoadRunner in, or a very fast cat)
and about 5 s. The relay contact is used
to switeh on the door opener motor. A
red indicator, LED2, lights when the
motor is switched on.
The signal processing eleetronics
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are powered from a regulated 5-volt
rail provided by a 7805 voltage regu-
lator, The relay is powered by the
unreguJated 12-V voltage.
The totaJ power consumption of

the system Is about 80 mA

DESCRIPTION OF THE
RADAR MODULE
The MDUI000 suppbes a transmit
power of about 13 decibel-milliwatt
(dBm), or 20 rnW The IEEE C95.1-1991
standard specifies a maximum expo-
sure level of 7 mW/cm2 at a frequency
of 10 GHz. At a distance of 1 m from
the face of the MDU1000 radar mod-
ule, the radiation level will about
0.72j1.W/cm2, or about 10,000 times
lower than the norm.
The distribution of the transmitter

power in the horizontaJ (H) and verti-
ca! (E, elevation) planes is shown inHg-
ure 2. Note that the indicated power
levels are relative, i.e. 0 dB in the graph
corresponds to the maximwn transmit-
ter power of +13 dBm. The side lobes
in the H-plane are normal for a
microwave exciter designed for wide
radiation in the X-band, i.e, without a
WG16 waveguide flange. The - 3-dB
(half-power) angles are 360 and 720 for
the H and E plane, respectively
The detection threshold (sensitivity)

of the receiver inside the !vIDUlOOOis
specified at - 86 dBm by the manufac-
turer. This threshold (specified in dBm
relative to an isotropie antenna) is
shown as the straight line in Figure 3.
Theoretically, a sensitivity of - 86 dBm
gives a radar range of 20 m. In practice,
however; Ws figure will be derated to
15m or so.
As shown in the mechanicaJ draw-

ing in Figure 4, the MDUI000 radar
module is pretty flat and compact.
There's nothing to adjust on the mod-
ule, which has only three connections,
lF ou t, +5 V and ground.

FINAL NOTES
According to the author, the MDUlOOO
Doppler radar module, as well as a
complete kit of the system described
here, are available from Saphh SARL,
9 Rue des Myosotis, F-94320 Thiais,
France. TeLlfax (+ 33) 1.48.52.78.92.
A possible replacement for the

MDUlOOO is a microwave sensor frorn
Conrad Electronics, order code
108111-99. Note that this replacement
was not tested by the author.

Warning.
The installaiion and use oi low-power X-
band microwave radar systems for per-
son detection like the one described here
may be subject to radio anti/or health
regulations applicable in your country.
In the UK contact the DTI Jor further
information.

(970051-1)
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module_
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Digital signal proces-
sors (DSPs) are used
in many modern elec-

tronic systems to
process analogue sig-

nals digitally. In
essence, the hard-
ware, software, and
instruction sets of

these devices are opti-
mized for high-speed
numeric processing
tasks. In this article*,
the design considera-
tions for developing a
DSP system are con-

sidered.

By Dur editorial statt

~48

N-1

y(n) = L8(k)tt
k=O

8(0)

*This artlote ls based on parts of
'Why use DSP' by D Skolnick and N
Levne which originally appeared in
Analog Dia/ogue, Vol. 31. Number 1,

1997,
published by Analog Devices.

INTRODUCTION
Ta get an idea of the functioning and
possible applications of a digital signal
processor - DSP - it ts instructive to
compare an analogue and a digital cir-
cuit on the basis of a filter function.
An analogue filter is built frorn

resistors, capacitors, inductors, and
possibly active elements such as an
operational amplifier - op amp. Such a
filter is inexpensive and easily assem-
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bled but difficuJt to calibrate, modify,
and maintain, and this difficulty
increases exponentially with filter
order. The use of a digital signal
processor is therefore advisable in
many instances. Such a processor
enables a virtual filter to be effected by
means of software. Such a filter is
more flexible, easily repeated and
more reliable than an analogue one. A
further advantage is that if a lugher
order is desired, this affects the soft-
ware only. In cantrast to discretely
built filters, the hardware remains
una1tered.
ABa practical example, consider an

ideal band pass filter. Such a filter has
a frequency vs amplitude characteris-
tic as shown in Figure 1. The response
within the passband would be flat
with zero phase shift, and in the stop-
bands there would be infinite attenu-
ation. Useful additions would incJude
passband tuning, bandwidth control,
and stopband rolloff control.
lt is clear frorn the characteristic

that an analogue design would require
a number of staggered 2nd-order
high-Q seetions. The tuning and
adjusting of these wou1d present great
difficulties.

FILTER WITH DSP
With digital signal processing software,
there are two basic approaches to filter
design: the finite impulse response
(FIR) and the infinite impulse response
(IIR). The functionallayouts of the two
types of filter are shown in Figure 2.
The FIR filter's time response to an

irrtpulse is the straighttorward
weighted sum of the input signal and
a finite number of previous sampies.
Since there is no feedback, the filters
response to a given sample ends when
the sam pIe reaches the 'end of the
Iine'. An FIR filter' s frequency
response has no poles. only zeros.
By comparison, an llR filter is called

infinite because it is a recursive func-
tion, that is, its output is a weighted
surn of the Inputs and outputs. Since
it is recursive, its response can con-
tinue indefinitely. An UR filter's fre-
quency response has both poles and
zeros.
In Figure 2, x represents the input

sam pies, y the output samples, a the
input sarnple weighting, b the output
sampIe weighting, n the present sam-
ple time, and M and N the number of
samples programmed, that is the fil-
ters order. Note that the arithmetic
operations indicated for both types are
simply sums and products. In- fact,
rnultiply-and-add is the case for many
DSP a1gorithms that represent mathe-
matical operations of great sophistica-
tion and complexity.
Approximating an ideal filter con-

sists of applying a transfer function
with appropriate coeffidents and a

Elektor Electronics 11/97

INPUT

FIR
STRUCTURE N-l

yen)= I.(k)x(n-k)
kdl

x(n)o---t---="'----~ -)------.---- y(n)

N-l M
yen)= I8(k)x (n-k)+ Ib(k)y(n-k)

k=O k=1 970071·12

FI9U,. 2. Fm.,. (both
FIR end IIR) equationa
end d.",,,,'ne ,.pre-
senta"on.

high enough order, or
number of taps (con-
sidering the train of
input sampies as a
tapped delay line),
Figure 3 shows the response of a

90-tap FIR filter compared with sharp-
cutoff Chebyshev filters of various
orders: 2,4 and 6. The 90-tap example
suggests how closely the filter can
approach the ideal. Within a DSP sys-
tem, programming a 90-tap FIR filter,
like that in Figure 3, is not difficult. By
comparison, attempting this level of
approxima tion wou1d be a very
tedious aflair. A further bonus of the
use of a DSP to approximate the ideal
filter is lang-term stability.

REAL-WORLD SIGNALS
Real-world signals are analogue - the
continuously changing energy levels
of physical processes like sound, heat,

o 9O-TAPRR

light, electricity, mag-
netism. A transducer
converts these levels
into manageable elec-

trical voltage and current signals. and
an analogue-to-digital converter
(ADC) samples and converts these sig-
nals to digital bits for proeessing. The
conversion rate, or sampling fre-
quency, of the ADe is critieally impor-
tant in the digital processing of real-
world signals.
The samp!ing rate is determined by

the amount of signal information that
is needed for processing the signals
adequately. In order for an ADC to pro-
vide enough sampies to accurately
describe the real-world signal, the sam-
pling rate must be at least twice the
highest-frequency component of the
analogue signal. For exarnple, to accu-
rately describe an audio signal contain-
ing frequencies up to 20 kHz, the sam-

-125+0~-~~~'-~-:?'"-r~~~-:O'., f.
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1/2 LSB

-NOISE-

Flgu1'8 4. Response of
en Ideal antl411aslng
Rlter.

pling rate must be not less than 40 kHz.
Since arriving signals can easily contain
camponent frequencies above 20 kHz
(induding noise), they must be
removed before sampling by feedlng
the signal through a lew-pass filter
ahead of the ADe. Sinee this filter,
known as an anti-aliasing filter; has a
finite frequency rolloff additional band-
width, say 2-4 kHz, must be allowed
for the filter's transition band. This
means that in practice the sampling rate
must be higher by this bandwidth than
the theoretical double value.

Flflul'fl 5. (8) Example
of COIItInuous pro-
HS8btg 01 sampIes In
• dIfIItaI fIIter; (IJ)
EHmpIe 0I1Jafoh pro-
CI.s/ntJ 01 • lIIocIr 01
deIa.

20 24 48
FREOUENCY- kHz

970071 ·I~

Figure 4 deptcts the filter response
needed to reject any signals with fre-
quencies above half of a 48 kHz sam-
pling rate, Rejection means attenua-
tion to less than 1I2least-significant bit
(LSB) of the ADC's resolution. The
curve in Figure 4 reaches this level at
about 24 kHz. One way to achieve this
level of rejection without a highly
sophisticated analogue filter is to use
an oversampling converter, such as a
sigma-delta ADe. Ihis typieally
obtains low-resolution (e.g., 1 bit) sam-
pIes at megahertz rates - much faster
than !wiee the highest frequency com-
ponent - greatly easing the require-
ment for the analogue filter ahead of
the ccnverter; An internal digital filter
restores the requisite resolution and
frequency response,

PROCESSING
REAL-WORLD SIGNALS
Once the system bandwidth require-
ments and the sampling rate have
been established, a suitable DSP must
be chosen. Since there are a nurnber of
these devices on the market, what are
the necessary parameters?

a

b

~

S,GNAL llilWlo AN~i~5IS C>
SYSTEM

TIME FREQUENCY

.oIIIIIIIII
50

1l1OO7'-1>b

Processing speed at a required sam-
pling rate is influenced by algorithm
eomplexity. As a rule. a DSP needs to
finish all operations relating to the first
sample before receiving the second
sampIe. For instance, a 48 kHz sam-
pling rate corresponds to a 20,8331J.s
sampling interval.
Next, consider the relation between

the speed of the DSP and the com-
plexity of the algorithm (that is, the
software containing the transform or
other set of numeric operations). Com-
plex algorithms require more process-
ing tasks. Because the time between
samples is fixed, lugher complexity
calls for faster processing.
For example, suppose that the algo-

rithm requires 50 processing opera-
tions to be performed between sam-
ples. Assuming a sampling rate of
48 kHz (sampling interval 20.833 JJ.s),
the minimum required speed of the
DSP in millions of operations per sec-
ond (MOPS) is 50/20.833 ~ 2.4MOPS.

DIGITAL 1/0 ANALOG OUTPUT
~7001" ,~

F/gure 6. 81oc1rdIa-
gram oie D$P ....rem. Its sImpIh;Ity ,.
due largeIy to the
functlonallty 01 the
programmable D$R

Note that the two common ratings for
DSPs, based on millions of operations
per seeond (MOPS) and millions of
instructions per second (MIPS), are not
the same, since an operation may con-
sist of several instructions.

SAMPLING
REAL-WORLD SIGNALS
There are two basic ways to acquire
data: one sample at a time or one
frame at a time (continuous processing
vs bateh proeessing). Sample-based
systerns, like a digital filter, acquire
data one sampIe at a time. As shown
in Figure 5a, at eaeh tick of the dock
a sample comes into the system and a
processed sarnple is output.
Frame-based systems, like a spec-

trum analyser, which determines the
frequency components of a time-vary-
ing waveform, acquire a frame, er

Elektor Electronics 11/97
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block, of sam pies. Processing occurs on
the entire frame of data and results in
a frame of transformed data as shown
in Figure Sb.
For an audio sampling rate of

48 kHz, a processor working on a
frame of 1024 samples has a frame
acquisition interval of 21.33 ms (that is,
1024 x 20.833MS = 21.33ms). Here, the
DSP has 21.33 ms to complete all the
required proeessing tasks for that
frame of data. If the system handles
signals in real time, it must not lose
any data; so, while the DSP is pro-
cessing the first frarne, it must also be
aequiring the second frame. Aequiring
the data is one area where special
architeetural features of DSPs come
into play: seamless data acquisition is
facilitated by a processors flexible
data-addressing capabilities in con-
junction with its direct memory-aecess-
ing (DMA) channels.

RESPONDING TO
REAL-WORLD SIGNALS
It cannot be assumed that all the time
between sampies is available for the
execution of processing instructions. In
reality, time must be allowed for the
proeessor to respond to external
devices, controlling the flow of data in
and out. Typieally, an external device
(such as an ADC) signals the processor
by way of an interrupt. The DSP's
response time to that interrupf or
interrupf latency, directly influenees
how mueh time remains for actual sig-
nal prccesslng.
Interrupt latency(response delay)

depends on several factors of wh.ieh
the most dominant is the DSP archi-
tecture' 5 instruction pipelining. An
instruction pipeline consists of the
number of instruction cydes that oeeur
between the time an interrupt is

Elektor Electronics 11/97

Flgure 7. Internal
block diagram of a
modern DSP in the
ADSP-21xx series 'rom
Analog Devices.

received and the time that program
execution resumes. For example, if a
processor has a 20 ns eyeIe time and
requires 10 cyeIes to respond to an
interrupt, 200 ns elapse before it exe-
cutes any signal-proeessing instr uc-
tions. In continuous processing. this
200 ns overhead will not hurt if the
DSP finishes the processing of each
sampie before the next arrives.
In batch processing, however, an

interrupted system wastes proeessor
instruction cycles. Fm exarnple, a sys-
tem with a 200 ns interrupt response
time running a frame-based algorithm,
such as the FFT (Fast Fourier Trans-
form), with a frame size of 1024 sam-
ples, would require 204.8 us of over-
head. That amounts to more than
10,000 instruction cyeIes was ted to
latency. T11.i5waste is easy to avoid in
DSPs having architectural features
such as DMA and dual memory
access: these let the DSP receive end
store data without interrupting the
processor.

DEVELOPING
A DSP SYSTEM
Now the role of the processor, the
ADC, the anti-aliasing filter, and the
timing relationships between these
components have been discussed, it is
time to look at a complete DSP system.
Figure 6 shows the building blocks of
a typical DSP system that could be
used for data acquisition and contro!.
Note how few cornponents make

up the system, because so much of the
system' s functionality comes frorn the
programmable DSP.

Converters, both analogue-to-digi-
tal (DAC) and digital-to-analogue
(DAC), funnel data in and out of the
DSP The ADC timing is controlled by
a precise sampling dock.
To simplify system design, many

converter devices available today com-
bine some or all of the following: an
ADC, a DAC, a sampling clock, and fil-
ters for anti-aliasing and anti-imaging.
There are some other points that

need to be borne in mind to anive at
a final design. Por instance, the band-
width of the anti-aliasing filter
depends on the Input signals used.
Whether the interfacing between the
ADe and DSP is serial or parallel
depends on the desired speed. Parallel
takes more space (both as regards
board tracks and terminal pins), but is
faster. Serial Is slower, but much more
compact and normally less expensive.
The incoming data is handled by

the DSP's algorithm. When the proces-
sor completes the requisite calcula-
tions, it sends the result to the DAC
Because the signal processtng is pro-
grammable, considerable flexibility is
available in handling the data and
improving system performance with
incremental programming adjust-
mcnts.
The DAC converts the DSP's digi-

tal output into the desired analogue
output at the next sam pie clock. The
converter's output is smoothed by a
low-pass anti-imaging filter (also called
a reconstruction filter) to produce the
reconstructed analogue signal.

f970071]
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~p
make your own
front panels

for a nice finish, the inexpensive way

When building your own electronic equip-
ment, finishing the case with a smart looking

front panel is often a problem. Because a
ready-made front panel foil is rarely available
through our Readers Services, most of you
will be forced to produce one by yourselves.
Fortunately, making your own front panels is
relatively easy if you have a computer and a
colour printer, or access to such a combina-
tion. In the Elektor Electronics laboratory, this
technique is applied for finishing off proto-
types which appear on photographs in the

magazine.

It is only by meens of a properly fin-
Ished case and a suitable front panel
that a home-brew project can be given
the 'professional look' . These days, a
variety of metal and ABScases Is avail-
able fram electronics shops and by
mail order, and finding a type which
allows a published circuit to be housed
will not be too difficult, especially if the
outside dimensions and material are

known front the relevant construction
article. Designing and making the
front panel, however, is much more of
a problem, mainly because every pro-
ject has its own requirements as
regards the number of contrcls, type
and position. An then we're not even
mentioning scales to be printed
around knobs, and other special treats.
Urifortunately, designing, produc-

ing, storing and selling a ready-made
front panel feil through our Readers
Services is only viable if a certain min-By our laboratory staff
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imum sales volume can be achieved.
Hence, this product is IlOW rarely seen
in our product lists. The good news is
that many of you have a computer and
(access to) a colour printer of the inkjet
type (e.g., an Epson. Canon or
Hewlett-Packard printer). These two
'tools' form aperfect basis for making
front panels with a professional look,
and not expensive, eitherl Let's exam-
ine the production steps one by one.

Figure 1. A modem
InkJet printer snebles
you to produce •
good IooIrlng front
panel toll wIthour roo
many problems.

Step 1. Use a drawing er photo
retouching program (say, Corel Draw
of Paintshop Pro) to design the front
panel layout at true size. Where pos-
sible, use saturated colours, and no
variable shades. Althaugh modern
inkjet printers offer quite acceptable
results for screens in the backgrounds.
actually printing these patterns
remains difficult.
If you intend to use a certain enclo-

sure for different applications, then a
basic ('master') layout can be designed
and saved as a kind of template for use
later;

Step 2. Print the front panel design,
using self-adhesive white foil sheets
(suitable for the printer, of course), or
glossy paper. Ordinary foil is not suit-
able in most cases because it does not
absorb the ink properly, AlIow the foil
to dry completely after printing. Suit-
able foil or paper is available in rela-
tively small quantities from stationers
or computer shops (in some cases, by
the sheet, else in boxes of 25 or 50
sheets),

Step 3. Glue the printed foil on a piece
of solid paper (120-150g). This is done
to make the front panel more solid,
and to be able to hide small surface
irregularities. Glossy paper may be
secured with two-component glue. lf a
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mounting hole, self-adhesive

! ~ e. g. 'o~~~r!'"' 'rP.,.n, '0"
1~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~1~~~~~~.printedtilm
) ~orpBper

\thiCk paper
teyer

bane]
countersunk !
screw; secures I~dl;;I front panel ,

I
I
I

transparent window is required, this is
the right moment to cut it out of the
foil or paper layer using a sharp hobby
knife. Next, cut the front panel exactly
to size, so that it fits accurately on the
(meta! or plasbc) front panel of the
enclosure. This panel has to be com-
pletely drilled, filed and sandpapered
before the front panel foil ean be glued
on. In this respect, it is important to
carefully remove any burrs frorn the
front panel. This is best done with a
fine-grade sandpaper.

from the surface. Cut off the feil
around the panel, using a wide mar-
gin (at least 1em), and make all
required holes. Next, wrap the excess
feil around to the back of the front
panel. If you can find a suitable glue,
it is also possible to stick the panel.
complete with the feil on it, directly on
to the front panel. That does, however,
require some experirnenting!

The main function of the thick paper
layer ls to enable small irregularities in
the front panelsurface to be ironed
out. If the surface is absolutely level,
then the extra paper layer is not
required.
Although the quality of the ink

Step 4. Cover the front panel with a
piece of transparent self-adhesive foil.
Use a small paint roller (a clean one!)
or a large pen to remove all bubbles

970073 - 12

Flgure 2. Basic consf,uc-
f/on of fhe fronf panel. On
top, the self-adhesltte
t,ansparent fOI', fhen
comes the front panel as
p,lnted on film 0'papa',
and, finalty, a la,., of thlck
pape, fo, eJet,estrength,
and to ellow I,regula,ltles
In the surlace to be ellml-
nated. The whole Is glued
on to the ectual (metel 0'
ASS) front panel supplled
with the enc/osure.

used in modern inkjet printers is con-
stantly improving, discolouring does
oeeur as a result of exposure to UV
light. It is therefore uselul to apply a
transparent self-adhesive feil with a
built-in UV filter. Ask your supplier
about this specification. Obviously,
when storing the equiprnent it is best
to avoid a position where it is exposed
to direct sunlight.

TI you use a laser printer instead of
an inkjet printer, you will have grey
tones onJy. On the positive side, you
don't have to worry about UV light
affecting the durability of the front
panel foil.

(970073-1)

Circuit simulation can be seriously good fun

1.0

.6

When you have the engineering
edge, enjoy your work and
catch subtle circuit behaviour
before it's too late, you can
afford to be light hearted. Add
to this technical support from
practising engineers who take a
genuine interest in your work
and you are really laughing.

With a free evaluation kit, you
can test SpiceAge on your own
circuits. The kit comes with an
introductory booklet to show
you how.

10 heu moreaboutthis andother nice

touches in SpiceAge, please contact
the friendlv people at Those
Engineers Ud, 31 Birkbeck Road,
LONDON NW7 4BP.
Tel 0181 906 0155
FAX 0181 9060969
Email those_engineers@

compuserve.com
Web http://www.spiceage.com
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In these days of
miniaturization, few
people seem to feel

a need for large
loudspeakers in their

living room. But,
although they want

small boxes, they still
want good quality. The
wall box presented in

this article meets those
requirements. It is a

two-way system housed
in a smalI, shallow
enclosure that is

inconspicuous in the
living room.

Design by H. Baggen

58

the wall box

There are many signs in the retail
figures of the audio/hi-fi industry that
the real hi-f period of separates has
peeked. These days, most customers
specify a small or medium-sized sys-
tem (mini towers are particularly pap-
ular righr now) from which they
expect exactly the same performance
as from yesteryear's large installations.
Loudspeekers are not excluded. Small,
inconspicuous ones are wanted, but
these must sound good and, more par-
ticularly, produce a good bass. Unfor-
tunately, the unyielcling laws of nature
da not allow good bass reproduction
frorn a small endosure.
Nevertheless, if good drive units

are used in a well-designed medium-
sized box, good sound, small(ish)
dimensions and affordability can go

r

~ eter!i
ParaJII vented

way or three-~~y(visaton)
TWO- WS13 G (Visaton)

DTW95WNS5(Visaton)
Design FR kHz (-3 dB)
Woofer 70 Hz - 20 About 2 kHz
Tweeter d driver 60 W
Wideban range 4 Cl.
Frequenc~ frequency 5 wes
crossove D) hand in hand, and
MusiC powepredance r11(H"W" this is what the pre-

I 1r11 418" 138 r11 lt provides
Nor11ina 300" Wideband Uni radiatiOn sent design is all

V::lu:r11:e::::_------~s~id~e:w~a~y~s~~~~ about.
. ensions I thDlr11. I aspec!S n e
spec1a design, account was also taken of

the fact that some people may use the
present loudspeaker in a surround-
sound system. Additional loudspeak-
ers at right angles to the line connect-
ing listener and main loudspeakers
broaden the stereo reproduction.
The endosure is intended prirnarily

to be hung from a wall: it is tuned for
that purpose.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
A5mentioned earlier, the design spec-
ification includes reasonable cost, good
sound reproduction that fits in well
with a modern (stereo) TV receiver or
hi-fi system, and is not too conspicu-
aus in the living room. The resuJt is a
medium-sized, shaUow box intended
for wall mounting.
The requirement of providing good

bass response from a medium-sized,
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Figure 1. Clrcun diagram ot the
crossover network for the wall
box. The filter tor the wooter
and _ter is a second-order
one, whlle that for the wlde-
band unit Is slmp/y a capacitor.

not too expensive loudspeaker makes
the choiee of drive units highly critical.
In the prototype, a 130 rum diameter
bass/rrud-range unit, a WS13BF, a
25 mm diameter tweeter, a DTW95NG,
and a 50 mm diameter wideband unit,
a FRWS5 are used. All three units
come from the Visaton stable.
The Thiele/Small parameters of the

WS13BFmake it eminenUy suitable for
use in a medium-sized box. It has a
coated paper cone with a foam rubber
surround and a 25 mm diameter voice
coil.
The tweeter has a square mounting

flange that goes weil with the mid-
range unit. It has an impregnated
woven dome and heavily damped sur-
round. The air gap is filled with mag-
netic ferrofluid. which provides good
cooling and additional damping. Its
frequency response is almost flat over
the range 15-20 kHz.
The FRWS5 enhances the stereo

effect. Strictly speaking, it may be
omitted where this enhancement is
not needed. However, in the proto-
type, it helped to produce a wide-
angle stereo sound, whieh is particu-
larly notieeable at the sides of the lis-
tening angle.

CROSSOVER NETWORK
The filter has also been kept as simple
as possible without too many eompro-

Etektor Etectronics 11/97
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".asv LS'
+

+

mises. Its eireuit diagram is shown in
Figure 1. The network was designed
with the aid of a computer simulation
program that, based on the measured
frequeney and phase response of the
drive units in the enclosure, calculates
the overall response of the system
including the crossover network. Jt
also takes into account the positioning
of the drive units and their radiation
pattern.
The design of the network 1S a

slightly modified secend-erder Butter-
worth filter with a few impedance cor-
rections. TI1isresults in a second-order

FRWSS

LS'

+

LI

OmH68

WS13BF

LSI
+
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lew-pass filter, LrC1, for the woofer.
Capacitor C1 has another function as
weil: in conjunetion with R1 it pro-
vides the requisite itupedance correc-
tion for the woofer, which is necessary
for good filter performance.
The high-pass filter for the tweeter

is formed by L2-C2, which, in eon-
junction with the response of the
tweeter itself, results in a third-order
rolloff. Resistors R2 and R3 lower the
output of the tweeter by about 3 dB to
match its output level to that of the
woofer.
The eross-over frequency between

woofer and tweeter is at about 2 kHz
The 'filter ' for the wideband unit is

simply a 22"F bipolar electrolytic
eapacitor in parallel with the filters for
the other two units. This cuts off the
response of the wideband unit below
about 800Hz, which results in a satis-
fying additional spatial effeet.

ENCLOSURE
The shallow box has a net volume of
five litres and yet the 3 dB cut-off fre-
queney is as low as about 68 Hz.
It will be seen frorn the introduc-

tory photograph and the construction
plan in Figure 3 that the woofer and
tweeter are pointed slightly towards

Figura 2. The drive
unns and crossover
filter for the wall box
(the e/ectrolytlc
capacnor for the
wldeband unlt Is not
shown).
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Material: 12 mm thick MDF
All dimensions In mm
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90'

F/fIu,.. 3. Consttuctlon plan
for the box. Note that some
of the panels a,.. cut at 80'
Instead of the usua/ 911'.

the listener, whereas the wideband
unit points slightly further torward.
This makes it necessary for some of the
constituent panels to be sawn at an
angle of 80° instead of 90°, These
angles make the enclosure look rather
different from the usual reetangular
box. Of course, if this angular con-
struction is found too tedious, the box
may be made reetangular with dimen-
sions 300 x 160 x 160 mm.
Two holes are required in the front

panel for the woofer end tweetet; and
a single hole at the side for the wide-
band unit. The inside diameter of this
latter haie should be enJarged with a
suitable wood rasp or wood file to give

~60

the unit 'more air" at its rear;
A horizontal brace must be glued at

the centre of the box between front
and rear panel.
A partition at the side gives the

wideband unit its own tiny chamber.
The bottom panel needs a suitable

hole for the 44 mm diameter bass
reflex port, which is 80 mrn long. This
port results in the the enclosure being
tuned to about SOHz.
The crossover filter is best built on

a piece 01prototyping or similar board.
Such bcards can be bought from most
spedalist audio retailers. It is advisable
to buy the components for the filters
also from such a retailer, since electron-
ics retailers normally da not stock them.
Fit the filter board in the box and

feed the requisite connecting wires to
the outside (those 01 the wideband
unit through small holes in the parti-
tion). It is, of course, also possible to fit

100'

special (gold-plated) termirrals to be
underside of the box: this will look
very pleasant.
Fit two small suspension plates at

the top back of the box to enable it to
be hung from the wall.
Fill the box with suitable wadding,

wire up the drive units, and screw
them into plece. Mind the correct
polariry, wh ich is shown in the dia-
gram (the tweeter should be in anti-
phase with the woofer).
The box may be finished to per-

sonal taste and in accord with the dec-
orations in the living room.

POSITIONING AND
USAGE

The finished loudspeakers should be
hung from a wall at ear-height (that is,
at a height from the floor of about
1.6 metres). Their position should be

Elektor Electronics 11/97



Parts list (per box)

Resistors:
AI = 5.60, 5W
A2 = 2.70,5 W
A3 = 120,5 W

CapacHora:
CI = 15 ~F, 35 V, bipolar electrolytic
C2 = 8.2 /JF, metallized polyester
(MKT)

C3 = 22 ~F, 35 V, bipolar electrolytic

Inductors:
l1 = 680 J.lHair-cored or suitably
cored. RIS 0.5 n
L2 = 330 IlH. air-cored, Ri S 0.5 0

Drive unlts:
LSI = WSI3BF, 80 (Visaton)
LS2 = DTW95NG, 8 0 (Visatonl
L5, = FRWS5, 80 (Visatonl

MlsceUaneous:
PVC pipe, 44 mm outer diameter,
80 mm lang
Wadding, about 4Qx25 cm
2 off gold-plated loudspeaker termi-
nals

Medlum-denslly Ilbreboard (MDF)
panels 12 mm Ihlck:
I off 418x300 mm
I off 402x300 mm
1 off 420x300 mm
1 off 114x300mm
1 off 107x300 mm
2 off 392x42x378x112 mm

well away from corners so as not to
lose the effect of the wideband unit.
They should also not be placed too
elose (less than one metre) to a TV
receiver, because the drivers are not
shielded.
The frequency response and

impedance characteristics are shown
in Figure 5. Note that the minimum
irnpedance is about 4 n at 10 kHz,
whichis a value that presents no risks
to modern drive units.

A listening test on the prototype
loudspeakers showed that, in spite of
their modest dirnensions, the sound
quality and the bass reproduetion are
very good. where top-dass perfor-
manee is required. they are best eom-
bined with a good-quality stereo sys-
tem. The units are also very suitable
for use as the front loudspeakers in a
surreund-scund Installation.

[970091[
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Figure 4. Inside "'ew0' the box before the
top panel Is put In
piece.

Flgure 5. Fre-
queney response
eurve and Imped-
anee eurve 0' the
wall box, Inel. the
wldeband unlt.

lOO.O I
00.0

715.0

70.0

~OO.O 1000.0
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HJOOO.O

HJO.O 1000.0
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cool down. The aetual soldering is
done thus: I hold the parts in eon-
taet and apply the iron, while junior
applies the solder. This works weil,
as he pro vides the oft wanted
'third hand'.
Using the methods deseribed
above, it should be possible to
eonstruet a deviee that ls reliable.
00 not worry too mueh about the
finished appearanee. It is an
aehievement to eomplete the pro-
jeet at all. Glues like white wood
glue, elear Bostik and Plastie
Padding have great appeat, and
paint is no excepfion; but be ready
with plenty of clean rags and sol-
vent. Remember that mothers are
partieular about paint on clothes,
and that solvents may weil eause
temporary damage to junior skin
unless ~ is washed off immediately
afterwards.
The time span of interest for the

very young vanes from child, but
be ready for him to start playing
at almost any stage. He will prob-
ably eome back in a while.
When the projeet hardware has
been eompleted and tested, lt
must be given to junior to keep.
This is a powertul indueement to
eomplete it.
I have no doubt that there ean exist
a vast differenee between me psy-
ehology of one ehild and the next.
This letters should therefore be
taken as general guidanee only.
Nevertheless, I wish you weil in ini-
tiating new, keen and praetieal
engineers. An eany start ean be the
best basis for a lifetime interest.
J.M. Benlley, Loughborough

Congratulations on your mar-
ve/lous endeavours! Efforts like
yours wi/l hopelu/ly do much to
restore the strength 01 (elec-

The Wall Box
November /997 - 97009/
tne outside diameter 01 the PVC
tube lor the bass reflex port
should be 40mm, not 44mm.

Frequency Meter and
Event Counter Module
October /997 - 970077
tre drawings in the inset 'Prin-
ciple 01 measurement' were
mangled by Dur phototypeset-
fing machine. The correct draw-
ings are reprodueed bete.

tronics) engineering in Durcoun-
try. Comments lrom other par-
ent readers are welcome. rEd.]

Pioneer 01 Computing
Dear Editor, as an amateur who
oeeasionally dabbles in eleetron-
tcs, I have reeentiy beeome
intrigued by some of the early pio-
neers of eomputing. Especialiy
interesting is the work of Conrad
Zuse who built a ealeulating
maehine eonstrueted lrom sever-
al thousand eleetromagnetie
teleeommunieations relays in
Germany around 1934. I believe a
working example stili exists in a
museum there and fills a whole
room. I am attraeted to the possi-
bility 01 building a deviee along
these lines as logieal thought and
patience are the main require-
ments, the individual eomponents
being straightforward. There ls

also the satisfaetion of making
sueh a deviee funetion without the
use of a single semieonduetor.
Cireu~diagram for such a maehine
are a little hard to come byl My
own design lor a modest deviee
eapable 01perionming additions of
two, eight digit, deeimal numbers
and multiplieation by serial addi-
non, requires about 200 relays.
Whilst it should work, I wonder if
anyone else has experimented in
this way lor their own amusement
in reeent tim es, and if they would
be prepared to eorrespond with
me. It may be that my design ean
be made more effieient belore I
begin the rather laborious task 01
eonstruetion.

John Dingly, Swansea.

Anyone interested in this under-
taking, please get in touch with
the Editor

Ca

§WITCHBDARD
Switchboard allows PRJVATE READERS of Elektor Electronics one
FREE advertisement of up to 106 cbaracters, including spaces, com-
mas, numerals, etc., per month. The advertisement MUST relate to
electronics, and it MUST lNCLUDE a private telephone number or
name and address; post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not accept responsibility for any
correspondence or transaction as a result of a free advertisement or
of any Inaccuracy in the text of such an advertisement.
Adverrisemenrs will be placed in the order in whicb they are
received. Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve the right to refuse
adverttsements without giving reasons or without returning them.

WANTEDOperationmanualslor
Tascam244 Portastudio recorder
and Akai 1721 L reel tape recorder.
Photocopywill do. PhoneJ.S.
MundeIlon (0181) 2418188.

FORSALE Tektronix7904 oscillo-

Elektor Electronics

scope, 2x dual trace amps, delaying
timebase & logic analyzer with man-
uals, ~250.
TeL01844338959, Mr.G. Morgan.
FORSALE Bareolarge-screenvideo
projector, believed to be complete but
untested and likely to need attention.

12/97

E250, buyer coliects. Some spare
parts for Barco's available, too.
TR. Wittshire, (011B) 970t 163.

FORSALE Poweredsubwooler sys-
tem. Write to Z.H.Ashim, 591
PadangLalang,14120 Penang,
Malaysia.Phone!lax604 588 6019.

FORSALE EPROMprogrammer,
built (no case), + software, Elektor
March 97 I at cost price E50. Phone
Bill Brownon (0194) 625660.

WANTED Nationalcathode-ray
oscilioscope model VP-513A manu-
als or diagram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 KyprouStr.,Athens
141-22, Greece.
WANTED Microguard600-40 UPS

51~

circuit diagram or service manual
details. Phone Angus MacKenzie on
(0150) 8493124.

WANTED Circuit or device that will
telephone my home number when
my office burglar alarm is set off.
PhoneJoe Rustonon (0181) 947
6616

FORSALE Ktts lor 1.2 GHz
Multifunction Frequency Meter (EE
Dec 1992). Unmatchedproject. Ktt
includesEPROM,PCB,LCD,lront
panel,drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, unra-low
price E75 each. Anita, Sibberkerkstr
100, NL-630t-AWValkenburg,
Nethenancs.Emailtechtext@worl-
donline.nl.



DSPs on the Internet
If you can't wait to start working with
digital signal processors (DSPs), a
lot of relevant information may be
found on the Internet. Datasheets
and applications are published by

this global network. On this page we
hope to provide a number of starting

points for a successful search.
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OSPnet is a general forum
which supplies information
on practically any DSP.This
site may be found at
http://www.dspnet.com or
http://www.tech/wline.com/
dspnet/dspnet lhiml.

Both URLs point to the
same Ioeation. Once at this
site, the visitor is C011-

fron red with various
forums, seminar schedules,
datasheet files, tips and
application notes. A com-
plete overview of all infor-
ma tion at this site ma y be
found at the address
http://www.technoli/Je/tol!

aspnetkonnrhtmt.
Tnterestingly, this site holds
the specifications of all
processors found in the
standard supply pragrarn
of a11 familiar OSP manu-
facturers. Using general
qualifiers (like fixed or float-
ing-point processor) or a
specific requirement (say,
regarding computing
power), the processor hav-
ing the desired features ts
quickly located.

'9'><'

STRAIGHT TO
THE
MANUFACTURER

If you have alreedy decided
which OSP to use, you may
also go straight to the

desired site, In practice, three major
manufacturers control the market for
DSPs. Digital signal processors from
Motorola are given an extensively pre-
sentation at the web address

http://www.motorola.com or
hitp.Ihouno.mot.ccm.

The menus at these sites quickly guide
you to the DSP rnain page at
http://www.l11ot.com/sps/ dsp/ 'prcducis.
By virtue of the pointers you see on
these pages, finding the necessary
information on the DSP product line
is easy.
Another large supplier of DSPs is

Texas Instruments (http://www.ti.com)
whose horne page has a prominent
loeation for everything related to
DSPs. Choose

http://www.ti.com/sc/docs/dsps/
dsphome.htm

for an excellent and extensive
overview of 11'5 DSPs.
Last but certainly not least comes

Analog Devices (http://www.analog.com)
whose homepage seems to lack a
direct reference to DSPs. A good idea
is to use the search option and enter
'DSP' as the argument. The result is a
screen full of references to technical
information like datasheets and lots of
other data covering the DSPs made by
Analog Devices, Alternatively, choose
a direct address. Sirnply type

http://wr./JUJ.analog.com/products/
selectiol1_ trees/dspldsp.html,

and the main page about Digital Sig-
nal processing will be opened.

(975094-1)
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Design kits for AC motor drives
International Rectifier has introduced a fami-
Iy of power conversion subsystem design
kits for 230 V or 460 V ac motors from

370 W to 11 kW (0.5 to 15 hp)

The PowlRTrain TM design kits
combine all power conver-
sian and power contral tune-
tionality required for building
state-ot-the-art motor drives
and controls, with or without
braking, in modules cr as-
sem blies that are up to 75
percent more compact than
other commercially available
solutions.
The kits dramatically reduce
the required design eftort to
translate power semiconduc-
tors into usable drive designs,

eliminating component testing
and device qualification, and
taking into account thermal
management and noise-free
layout issues. They include
both an integrated power
stage and a fully optimised
control stage, plus a bill of
materials, complete schemat-
ics, Gerber photoplots for
board layouts, and a compre-
hensive system specification.

(977199-1)

International Rectifier; Hurst
(01883) 733410. Internet:
www.irf.com.

Green, Oxted, Surrey RHS
9BB. Tel. (01883) 732020, fax

Audio DAC with on-board PLL
New from DIP International is the AK4323

stereo DIA converter with an integral phase
locked loop (PLL),designed for use in digital
broadcast systems which use the 27MHz

MPEGsystem clock.

The on-chip PLL reduces
board area and saves cost as
until now, separate external
circuitry was required for the
PLL. This part of the AK4323
provides selection of sarn-
pling clock frequencies
locked to the recovered
27MHz MPEG clock, supports
2/3 division 01 master clock
by same MPEG audio ce-
vices, and allows master
clock frequencies including
half rates to be chosen.
The DAC section of this
CMDS device has 128x over-
sampling, a 20-bit 8x digital fil-
ter, combining high pertor-
mance with low cost, making
it ideal for high quality, cast
sensitive appllcations, The
built-in 2nd order SCF and 2nd

order CTF minimises external
filtering. There is digital de-
emphasis for 32, 44.1 and

48 kHz sampling, which
makes the AK4323 compliant
with most audio applications.
The dynamic range of 100 dB
supports true 16-bit perfor-
mance. Supplied in a small
24-pin YSOP package, power
supply requirements are 4.5
to 5.5 V.
Applications inciude digital set
top boxes, television and
radio broadcast systems and
post production equipment
that runs from a 27MHz sys-
tem clock.

(977200-1)

DIP International Ltd., Shera-
ton House, Castle Park, Cam-
bridge CB3 OAX.Tel. (01223)
462244, fax (01223) 467316.
Email: lOO343.304@CQm-
puserve.com

Pies with 8-channel ADe and 8kx14 program memory
Microchip's new PIC16C76 and 16C77 microcontrollers

offer Bkx14 words of program memory, 376 bytes of data
RAM and a very low power on-chip A/D converter.

The 5 MIPs EPROM-based rni-
crocontrollers contain an on-
chip, 5-channel (PIC16C76)
and 8-channel (PIC16C77), 8·
bit ND converter with sam pie
and hold, accuracy of ± 1LSB
and an acquisition time of just
16ms. Available in srnall toot-
print 28-pin and 40-pin pack-

ages, these one-tirne pro-
grammable devices feature
200-ns microcycle times, 35
single-cycle instructions, and
are ideal 10r embedded con-
trol applications such as alr
bag controllers, motor contral,
set top boxes and network
switches. (977202-1)
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Arizona Microchip Technology
Ud., Unit 6 The Courtyard,
Meadowbank, Furlong Road,
Boume End, Bucks SLS SAJ.

Tel. (01628) 851077, fax
850259.
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/MAX187 [§f1[§rKITJtQm
Integrated Circuits [3f1[3(Svm@WJD(s~
A-D Converters

DATASHEET 11/97

+5V, low-power, 12-bit serial ADe - ±~ LSB Integral Nonlinearity (MAX1B7A)
- Internal Track/Hold, 75kHz Sampling Rate

General description - Single +5V Operation
The MAX187 serial12-bit analogue-to-digital converter - Low Power: 4,A Shutdown Current
(ADC) operates from a single +5V supply, and accepts 1.5mA Operating Current
a OV 10 SV ana!ogue nput. The device features an - Inlernal4.096V Butfered Reference
8.5.us successive approximation ADe, a fast track/hold - 3-Wire Seriallntertace, Compatible with SPI, aSPI,
(1.5ps), an on-chip clock, and a high-speed 3-wire and Microwire
serta interface. - Small footpnnt B-pin DIP and 16-pin SO
The MAXI B7 digitizes signals at 75ksps throughput
rate. An external clock accesses data from the inter- r-§? ,
face, which communicates without external hardware ,~.

".' AEf· :n ."10 most digital signal processors and microcontroUers. I ,\~. 1.6381 Oll!;: .,," t:ff ""The interface i5 compatible with SPITM, QSPITM and I~ I

Microwire TM. .,' !I~J ~.~.
The MAX187 has an on-chip buffered reference, and ~,

~ :~~comes in space saving 8-pin DIP and 16-pin SO pack- TMAXIM CQMPNlollill '~ages. Power consumption is 7.5 mW and reduces to =:~ III..ffElIEMABlL-1lISABI1
CllH

:

only 10 p.w in shutdown. ,~ ~~'...'00

OfJl[;I'fIHUIoIfllISSHO\\NIftFOll&-PlNOIP\ONLV

Manufacturer "...... ,.
Maxim In1egrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Drive,

Funclional diagram

Sunnyvale, CA 940B6, U.S.A. Tel. (40B) 737-7600, fax TOP VIE""

(40B) 737-7194.lnterne1: www.mxim.com.
VDg~
- ~SCL~

Application example ":i .NIAXlM ~ES
SHON a MAXI81

12-bit ADC Interface, Elektor E/eclronics October 1997. MAXl89 ~ ~OUI
REf. 5 GIIO

Features '" ',_."
- 12-bit Resolution Pin conliguralion, 8-pin DIP

Electrical characteristics (VOD'" +5V ;j;5%:GND - OV;unipolaril1llvl mooe:75i1sps: fcU( _ 4.0MHl: waemal dock (50'!'. duty i;yclej:
ImelMi !'\ll~nlflce: Vru:f .. 4.096V, 4.71'F l:apacrtUf et RU pln,

" , ,
DCACCURACY(Note1)
Resolution 12 bits

MAX187A +~

RelativeAccuracy(Note2) MAX187B +, LSB
MAX187C +,

DifferentialNonlinearity ONL Nomlsslngcodesoverternperafure ,,' LSB
MAX187A ±1~ LSBOffsetError
MAX187B/C ,,3

GainError (Note3) MAX187 ,,3 LSB

"- GainJernperatereCoefficient External reterence. 4.096V +0.8 ppf!V"lC
~

NH-3

Sensors
DATASHEET 11/97
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The NH-3 is a hybrid humidity sensor whose output
voltage to relative humidity ls Ilnearized. The sensitive
element is a stable high polymer impregnated in porous
eeramic, setting it apart trom conventional high poly-
mer type sensors.

Manufaclurer
figaro Engineenng Ine., PO. Box 357, 1000 Skokie
Blvd, Room 575, Wilmette, IL 60091, U.S.A. Tel. (70B)
256-3546, fax (70B) 256-3BB4.

0.5

t '11 1{O1::::':1:1 ~=JI8.0 12.0

""'==I!====,=e:==tf··15
0.25

unit: mm 973009-11

Structure and measurement
The NH-3 consists ot two mounted relative humidity
sensitive elements and two printed NTe therrnistors for
temperature compensation on an alumina ceramle sub-
strate, aUowing the output voltage to be linearized.
The AC supply voltage (VO) is applied to terminals 1
and 3. The output vottage is measured between termi-
nals 1 and 2.

Features
- Linear AC output voltaqe in range 30-90 %RH, at 10-
40'C

- Small temperature dependeney
- High stability
- AC input
- Compact and light

Applications
- Air conditioning systems
- Humidifiers, Dehumldifiers
- Dish or clothes dryers
- Copy or facsimile machines

Application example
Humidity Sensor, Elektor Electronics November 1997.
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lIem Conditions

Supply vOltage max. 2 VAG

Rated power: 1mW(V0=1V)

Operating temperature: 0-60°C

Operating frequency: 50Hz-1 kHz

Operating humidity: 20·90%RH

Storage lemperature: -20 - 80 oe (avoid continuous storage exceeding 100 hrs in 71-80 oe)

0-9S%RH(a! 20 - 40 Oe)
Storage numlolty; 0- 80 %RH (at 40 - 80 °G, avoid contlnuous storage exceeding 100 hrs in

71 - 80 "C, 80 %RH)

Eleclrrcal ünaractertstlca

Ilem Minimum Typical Maximum Uni! Condilions

Output voltage 0.34 0.47 VAC AC 1.0V. 25°C, 60%RH

Change ratio of voltaqe 0.015 V/%RH AC 1.0V, 25°C, 40-70%RH

Accuracy:
-10 +10 %RH AC 1.0V.10-40"C. 30-80%RH(including temoerature dependency)

Tempereture dependency: -5 +5 %RH AC I.OV, 10·40oC, 30-BO%RH

Response time:1 3 4 min 25°C, from 30%RH 10 80%RH,
wind speec 2.5 m/s

Stabilizing time:2 100 150 msec

Thermistor reststance 20kQ ±5% 25 ±D.2°C

B constant 4350K
±5%

1 Response time recuireo 10 attam 90% of the Change
2 Time requlred for the unit to stabillze after powerlng up

OYNAMIC SPECIFICATIONS (10kHz sine wave Input, OV 10 4.096Vpp' 75ksps)

Slqnal-to Nolse plus Distorton Ratio SINAD 70 dB
Total Harmonie Distorton

THO -BO dB(up 10 tI1e 5th harmonic) mo
Spurious-Free Dynamlc Range SFDR 80 dB '1'eSmall-Signal Bandwidth Rolloff 3dB 4.5 MHz Ü
FuHower Bandwidth 0.8 MHz ~

W
CONVERSIDN RATE 5
toeverslon Time !cONY 55 8.5 I'S .lö~
Track/Hold Acquislüon Time IAca 1.5 !'s W
throucnput Pate External clock, 4MHz, 13 clocks 75 ksps
Aperture Delay tAP, 10 ns
Aperture Jitler <50 ps
ANALOGUE INPUT

Input Vollage Range V

Input capacäance (Note 4) pf
INTERNAl REFERENCE [rererence buffer erJabled)

TA +25QC 4.076 4.096 4.116

VR€F
TA - TMIN 10 TMAX, MA.X187 C 4.060 4.132REF Output Vollage
TA TMIN to TMN(, MAX187 E 4.140

V
4.050

TA TMIN to TMAX, MAX187 M 4.040 4.150
MAXI87AC/BC ±30 ±50

REF rempco MAXI87AE/BE :t30 ::t:60
pprn/'
C

MAX187AWBM ±30 :tBO
REF snort-ürcult Gurrenl 30 mA
load Regulation (Note 5) OmA to O.6mA output load mV
DIGITAL OUTPUT (OOUT)

Val
!SINK 5 mA 0.4Output Voltage Low
ISINK 16mA 0.3

V

Output Vottage High VOH 'saURCE 1mA V
Three-State Leakage Current 'l es 5V +10 !,A
Three-State Output Capachance GOUT CS-5V (NOle 4) 15 pf '<t

I"-
POWER REOUIREMENTS

Supply Voltage VOO 4.75 5.25 V
'00 Operating mode 1.5 2.5 mASupply Gurren!

Power-down mode 2 10 !IA
, Power-Supply RejectiOrl 'SR

Vao-+5V, :t5%, enernat reterence.
:tO.06 :tO.5 V, 4.096V; nn-scale input (Note 6),

, Nule 1: TeS!!ld at VOll = +5V
,

HOle 2: RelalN-e accuracy n. tIIB dllVi3ti!Jn 01 the ar.alogue vaJue OllMy cooe from its thooretical valoo alter the 1utI-scale range nas teen calib<aled.,
, Nole 3: InternaI rBfarence. cttset nulled. E:«ludes relBrellCe ertors.
,

Hule 4; GUilfMIe-ed by !lesign. Nol subject to prodyclioo ttlSllflll.,
Hole 5: Extemalload shoold 001 Ch31l{11ldurfng converslon 101"spedlied ADe accuracy.,, HOle 6: oe iest. measured 1II4.75V erd 5.25V ooly.,,

::1-0

MAX187

Inlegraled Circuils

A-D Converters
DATASHEET 11/97

Parameter Svmbol CondltlOns Mtn Typ Mal untts



It isweil known that a PC can be used to
measure electronic quantities by making it behave as an
oscilloscope through suitable software. Since a logic
analyser is a variation of a digital oscilloscope, it stands to
reason that a PC with its parallel inputs that can be
scanned at high speed and its depth of
memory to compute the measurement values is eminent-
Iy suitable for use as a logic analyser. But where an oscillo-
scope displays real-time waveforms of signals, logic analy-
sers store the signal for display in a non-real-time way.

Softv'\toredesign by Schröder

pe as 4-channel
logic analyser
with or without electrical isolation
The number of input channels a logic
analyser has defines the instrument's
potential. If. lor instance. Ihe instrument
is to be used to analyse an 8-bit micro-
processor system wlth, sov, a 16-bit
address bus, an 8-bit data bus, and
five or six contra I lines, the minimum
number of input channels it needs is
about 30. Untortunctelv, a PC has nor-
mally only five parallel inputs so that the
present logic analyser is restricted to
tour input channels.
The logic level at the four inputs is

sampled at a rale ot up 10 1.2 MHz and
saved in packets of 40 kbytes. Note
that the sampling rate depends on Ihe
pe used: tor instance, ane that uses 0
486 processor running at 33 MHz ccn-
not go over 150 kHz.
The program makes three trigger

modes available. There is also 0
255 byte pre-trigger memory thaI
delermines the time interval belare the
trigger mode is set. The displayed die-
grams may be printed ar saved. There
are numerous other facilities, such es
scrolling. zooming. scanning of Ihe dls-
plov, and setting ot the period and fre-
quency. All four channels rnov be used
far frequencv measuremenf. Channel 1
may be used far the measurement ot
pulses. pulse width and pulse spacing.
The results of measurements are shown
in separate windows.

hardware
The only hardware needed for the logic
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analyser is for the protection of the
Centronics interface and tor preventing
that this interface overloads weak sig-
nals. This is because the Centronics
inputs draw 0 current that in certain cir-
cumstances rnov exceed the output
capabilities of the signal source.
There ore two circuits ovailable, ane

with electrical isolation (Figure 2) and
the other without (Figure 1).

In the circuit in Figure 1, resistors
R1-Rs limit the input current to about
0.4 mA (trom a supplv line ot 5 V). Cir-
cuit ICl is a transistor array with corn-
mon emitter and open collector. The
pu li-down resistars. wh ich are in paral-
lel with the internal pull-up resistors
and may, therefore, in some cases be
omitted. prevent the bases of the trcn-
sistors from funclioning as anlennas

K1c1'
Rl1_ 1'-'

0: i I ~ 14-0

01~ ~-+-j:.R'""~""I--"'+o
~ 02~ --t...!!!...t 15-0

03 14 R13_ 3

~ -004~ - 16
2 R14.--- 4

05 ~ H+-""i..!!U"'fii"'k1--'+-00
06~ 17-0

R15_ 507~ 1-+++-~~r;3;;;9kt---'ifo
- "-0

'-0
"-0

,;:,
,: -0

R1- 1
11

4 >r R' ..:!.2L
1 2 12..!.2L
(5) es- R3 ..:!.2L 3 13

2 ~ .1.2!!....f--.-+++--'-I. "
3 ~ .2.!!.!....f.-H++--'-I' 15

~16

......1... 17

rct
ULN
2003

R6 R7 Rß R9 R1D

~I~I~I~I~I
...

••

Figure 1. Circuit of the logic analyser hardware not providing electrica! lsolotion.
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4x 2700

9

2 OS
1
11 t>2 12

3 13

4 14 ICl
4

5 15 ULN
6 16 2004

3
7 17 ...

-Us

8 8
IC2 = HCPL2630
IC3 = HCPL2630 ~ ~

IC2a ~

R2

tors are omitted slnce ICl has internal
10.2 kQ series resistors. The output (at
the eolleetors) of the interna I transistors
in the IC are linked to.optoisolators in
IC2 and IC3.
The optoisolators are not standard in

that they have eommon ground and
Vcc terminals and two open-eolleetor
outputs. To ensure 100% eleetrical lso-
lation, the transistor arraymust be pow-
ered by the eireuit on test via terminals
+Us and -USo
When the input level is high, the out-

puts of ICl go low so that the lEDs in IC2
and IC3 light and the Sehottky transistors
at the outputs of these two ICs are on.
The control lines, which are normally
logic high owing to the pull-up resistors
in Sil array Rl, are then pu lied low .
The optoisolators have switching

times of nanoseeonds and are thus
highly suitable for operation at high fre-
quencies.
Figure 3 shows the printed-eircuit

board layouts for both circuits.

software

The logic analyser function is ealled
"logic_ An" and runs under DOS or in
the DOS window of Windows 95. For sat-
isfactory operation of the analyser, the
computer should be an AT with VGA
graphics and DOS 3.3 or better.
The program provides a three-part

window as shown in Figure 4. On the
right of this, the functions are repre-
sented by ieons. When one of these is

Figure 3. Printed-circuit boards for the hardware in Figures 1 and 2.

Parts list (Figure 1)

Enclosure: to personal taste

Figure 2. Circuit of the hardware for the logic analyser providing electrical isolation.

972041 • 11

Resistors:
R1-Rs = 10 kQ
R6~R1O = 470 kQ
Ru-R1S = 39 kQ

Capacitors:
Cl = 0.1 J.1F

Integrated circuits:
ICl = ULN2003 (Sprague)

Parts list (Figure 2)

Resistors:
Rl :::::SIL array, 4x270 Q
R:rRs = 3'9 kQ

Integrated circuits:
ICl = ULN2004 (Sprague)
IC2, IC3 = HCPL2630 (Hewlett
Packard)

Enclosure: to personal taste

when the inputs are open-circuited.
The pull-up resistors, which are linked
to the data lines of the Centronies
port, cause the collectors at the out-
put to be logic high. Note that termi-
nal (5) is not used.
In Figure 2, the current-limiting resis-
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CHI CHZ CH3 CH4
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Figure 4. Maln monitor screen of the logic analyser.

Hot keys
<key (n)
<CTRL> <->
<CTRL> <->
<s>
<+>
<->
<CTRL><Pos1>

funclion
left
right

scan (sampie)
zoom +
zoom -

start 01 plot

actuated, the desired action is
enabled, or 0 menu isshown via wh ich
the wanted lunction can be selected
or set. Selection is carried out with the
oid of the arrow-keys end <enter> or
by clicking the left-hand button on the
rnouse,
The integral help lunction can be

selected with <F1>.

Triggering
There ore three ways 01 starting the
analyser: (l) by changing the instanta-
neous value 01 the sampie bit; (2) by
selecting a certain group 01 bits, and
(3) by sefting the status 01 a bit. In the
case 01 (2) and (3), a small window is
displayed in which the desired bit(s)
can be selected with the relevant
numeric key and set to low (grey) or
high (yellow).

Starl
Thisstarts the plotting in the selected
trigger mode. II a different one is
selected, a window with the relevant
trigger mask is shown. Start ls stopped
when any key is pressed.

Lell/right
Thisshilts the window with the plotted
data to the left or right as the case
may be.

4 - 11/97 Elektor Electronics EXTRA

<ESC>
<F1>
<F2>

stop
help

frequency measurement
in channels 1---4

frequency measurement
in channel1

pulse counting
pulse interval

<shift> <F2>

<F3>
<F4>

Zoom+Izoom-
Thisenlarges or diminishes the scale 01
the display 01 plotted data starting at
the centre 01 the window.

Sean
Thissearches lor the nex! position that is
not inaccord with the group 01bitsshown
at the right-hand side 01 the window.

Time base
This sets the sampling value in
microseconds, although this also
depends on the ICs in the PC. Valid
and exoct values are ascertained
empirically.

Load/save/print
This causes the plot to be loaded,
saved or printed. The type 01 printer is
set in the CFG (conliguration) file.

Memory eapaeity
The larges! number 01 bytes Ihat can
be saved is 40,000. The wanted, or
expected lowest, number can be set
as appropriate.

Speed info
Thisgives inlormation on the length 01
time it takes lor the important lunc-
tions.INCand PORTIN to be executed,
as weil as on the approximate sam-

pling Irequency.

Sfop
Thisterminates the program.

To determine the cycle time and the
Irequency, two help lines may be
inserted into the measurement window
with the mouse. Thisisdone by pressing
the left-hand mouse button at the start,
hold it down and move the cursor to
the stop position. As long as the mouse
button is held down, a window is dis-
played with the cycle time and the cor-
responding Irequency. Hereagain, the
accuracy depends to a large extent
on the specilication 01 the PC.

auxiliary functions

Theprogram also provides a number 01
auxiliary functions which con be
selected with the relevant keys as 101-
lows.
<F1>switches the previously opened
help window giving basic inlorma-
tion and procedures to the pro-
gram. When center- is pressed 0
second window with search masks is
shown. Thehelp window is disabled
by pressing <ESC>.

<F2>startsthe Irequency measurement.
It opens a window in which the Ire-
quencies in the tour channels are
shown online. <shift><F2>does the
same but only as tar as the Ire-
quency in channel 1 isconcerned.
Themeasurement isended by press-
ing <ESC>.

<F3>switches on the pulse counting
lunction lor channel 1. The pulses
are summed until <ESC>is pressed.

<F4>switcheson the pulse interval mea-
surement lor channel 1. The interval
is displayed online until <ESC>is
pressed.

further comments
In the conliguration lile LOGIC_AN.CFG
there are program parameters that can
be modilied with any ASCIIeditor.
1 :PrinterNo.: [1, 2]
1 :Density 01 graphics print (1-3] (only
in the case 01 Ihe Epson ink-jet
printer).

2 :[l]=Epson (9/24 ink-jet); [2]= HPPCL
printer (e.g., Laserjet11).

The address 01 the status register (port
address + 1) 01 the used printer inter-
lace must be entered into address lile
ADR.DAT.The relevant hexadecimal
number must be preceded by the $
sign ($379 lor LPn and $279 tor LPT2).

197204lJ
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"Cool Edit", a program from Syntrillium
Software Corporation, was originally devel-
oped for the recording, processing and
analysis of sound. It therefore contains a
large number of assembly functions, filters
and effects, In the course of time many
other facilities have been added so that
today the program is very suitable for carry-
ing out measurements on sounds

By Cees Ruytenberg

··cool edit"
software for sound processing and analysis

10
,

70 10020

Although the program can in no way
be compared ar compete with 0 spec-
trum analyser, it offers the PC user 0
number of inleresting facilities for car-
rying out measurements on audio
equipment. The hardware required for
this is0 PC running Windows 95 or Win-
dows NTand 0 soundcard supported
by Windows. The properties and facili-
ties of fhe program depend entirely on
the type ot soundcard.
The simplest setup ls through the use

of an inexpensive soundcard that is
triggered by an external source, such
os 0 test signal from 0 signal generator.
Depending on whether the measure-
ments are acoustical or electrical,

6 - 11/97 Elektor Electranics EXTRA

'200 '300 400 SOO 700 iK
He-ctz

additional requirements are an attenu-
ator, preamplifier and standard test
microphone.
Modern soundblaster cards in con-

junction with 0 special driver provide 0
duplex function, which enables the
simultaneaus and mutually indepen-
dent use of the signal generator (out-
put) and the recording section (input).
To obtain 0 better signal-to-noise

ratio, it is possible (withWindows 95) to
use !wo soundcards that operate on dif-
ferent 1/0 (input/output) addresses and
DMA (direct memory access) channels.
In this setup, one card is used os gen-
erator at oll times and the other os
measuring card. The accuracy of the

2.lms

3,Oms

4,Oms

i I i i i

3K 4K SI-; 7K IOK
,

20K
,

3(

measurement depends primarily on the
distortion and noise floor of the sound
card used, although harmonics radi-
ated by the computer also have some
effect. Forinstance, the soundblaster 16
Value PNPhas 0 noise floor of around
-95 dB and 0 distorlion factor of 0.001
per cent, which is lower thon that of
many generators. All thismeans that the
properties ot the soundcard do not set
o limit to many applications.

noise suppression and
spectrum analysis
Theadditional facilities of the program
are parlicularly valuable in the case of
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very precise measurements. A typical
example ls the pracess of noise sup-
pressten. In this, the statistical content
of 0 recorded signal con be aseer-
fained, and stored or erased. Thismay
cancern 0 recording 01 an instrument
amplifier with short-clrculted input, or a
recording of the quiet just prior to the
arrival of a test signal. The information
obtained in both cases may be super-
imposed on the test signal and subse-
quently subtracted from it so that a
clean test signal without spurious ele-
ments remains. Ihis mey result in 0
noise reducfion of up to 20 dB without
loss of quality. In the case ot weak sig-
nals, this may make it possible to mea-
sure weil below the nolse Iloor (down to
-120 dB). The associated window ls
shown in Figure 1.
The spectrum analysis lunction offers

several interesting posslblllties, The
amplitude scale (in decibels) is divided
according to a manual setting. The fre-
quency scale ls determined by the
selected sampling rate and may be
displayed linearly or logarithmically, as
required. The number 01 FFT(fast Fourier
transform) polnts may be set between
27 (128) and 216 (65536).
When the program starts for the first

time, the spectrum analysis is displayed
in a window the slze of about a quarter
of the monitor screen. The window rnov
be enlarged to full screen slze in the
usual manner with the cursor end the
left-hand kob of the mouse to make
reading the scale more accurate.
Figure 2 shows an example of an

analysis of the output signal of an exter-
nal sine WQve generator ot 0 frequency
of 1000 Hz (FFT= 8192 points). The sec-
ond and third harmonic at -90 dB and
-84 dB are clearly visible. After the data
has been accepted, downsampling
end vertical scale adaptation cre cor-
ried out. When the mouse pointer ls
placed wilhin the window that shows the
spectral content, the frequency and
amplitude for that point are displayed.
It part ot the recording ls selected with
the editor, the analyser measures and
displays the spectral content at the
centie of the selected section.
All frequencies occurring within the

entire selecfed section are measured
with the function 'scan' . In the presence
of noise, this results in a levelling of the
curve and gives a good display 01 Ihe
transition in the eose of measurements
with a sweep signal. 'Scan' is, in lact,
the differenliation ot a number 01spec-
tra Ihal lall within Ihe selected time
interval.

Figure 3. Correction curve to linearize the descending
characteristic of pink noise (saved os anti pink),

Noise Beducuon

Noise Profile: Currently Set Nolse Level

Noise Reduction Level

~I'~I~----------~~---------=~I~'I~
Low High
Proliles--------------------,

ILG~f'~:~~.~.]:_~2f.~~.frg'!!..~·ele~~~6-·)'1 load Profile 11 S~e Profile

.r!umber of Statistical snepshots in profile ~

Noise Reduction Settings

FFT ~ize 18192 EJ pomls J:redsion FeetorD
Smoothing Amount D
IransitionWidth EIdS@ Remove Noiee

o Keep Only Noise Help

OK

Close

Cancei

Figure 1. This wlndow provldes the noise reductlon faeilities. The profiles may
be saved for later use.

lD:,.
~.~::._------------------

•

Flgure 2. Harmonie distortion of the 1000 Hz output signal of an external gen-
erator IFFT~8192 points).

~~~~~~~=i~~::~------~::~:_--~~dB
~~~~~;;;;;::;~D;Lcg Seele FF! Size112800[..]GraphiePresets

Yiindowing Function IStackrTlMlH:;rris t;J
~ ~z+'~zN~ch ~

5OHzNotch Time.VariableSeUing, ~ ~6OH2+120HzN~ch 1- ~

60HzNotch ~ Log, toComtant Ater (disablel ~
antipinkIDelete I Bass Boost 0 Morph ~

ICsor.ollanlipink Preciscn FectorD I Tran!~ionCurve J ~

o P.@ssive @ .Logarithmic 0 ViewInitiatFi~erGraph 0 ViewFinal~--~~-:~~~~~~~~EJ~

·12 dB
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Figure 4. Approximation of a sin(xyxfuncton, The sampling points are indicated by squares.

filter functions
Specific interference, such os hum, con
be ellmlnated wlth Ihe Illter tunenon.
Thls functlon enables the accurate set-
ting of the rollott and the frequency,
The number of FFTpoints on the filter
response charocteristic may be chosen
on the basis of the wanted accuracy,
Unusual roll offs and a number of filter
types, such as pass-band, stop-band,
noteh, peak, low-pass, high-pass, or
comblnatlons ot these, are avallable
wlth the graphlcs lntertoce.
Spectrum onolvsls will show a

descending charocteristic when meo-
surements using pink noise are carried
out, Thls results from the decreaslng
energy contalned In the signal wlth rls-
Ing frequency, Thls aspect should be
borne In In mlnd when loudspeaker sys-
tems are belng tested. Fortunately, wlth
"cool edlt" It is posslble to correct the
slope of Ihe characterlstlc after the rnea-
surements have been token, The relevanl
correction curve is shown in Figure 3: il
may be stored permanently and recalled

1\ !\

v

at all tlrnes.
Curves for linearlzlng the measurement

system may be oblalned In a slmllar
monner.

generator function

The generator functlon enables almost
any kind of waveform la be produced.
In the first ploce. qulet may be gener-

ated far any length of time dependlng on
the avallable space on the hard dlsk and
on the RAM,
Signals such as a burst of sln(x)lxpulses,

or a constanf tone - rectangulor, slnu-
soldal, sweep - may be generated for a
glven time, When such a signal 15
replayed, It 15 available at the output of
the soundcord. It may be replayed con-
tlnuously by replaylng It In the loop
rnode. Theretore, signals need not be
generated tor longer than a secend. By
setting the duratlon Inteiligently or by edlt-
Ing the ends ot the waveform sultably, a
seamless, endless signal may be
obtolned, Thls15 also posslble wlth unusual

I

v
Figure 5. To obtaln 0 burstaf pulses, ane or more cycles of 0 given frequency Oie supelimposed on
to 0 qulet of 1 second.
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waveforms.
As an example, see the graphlcal rep-

resentatlon In Figure 4 ot approxlmatlng
a sln(x)lx pulse whose first pole lies above
the audlo range, For thls, a smusotdol sig-
nal at a frequency of 10kHz Is selected
for one-half period, that is, for 50 J1s, In
the case of a burst of pulses (see Fig-
ure 5) a certaln trequency applles to one
or more cycles Inserted Into a qulet ot 1 5,
Dependlng on the measurement, nor-

mal replay or loop mode may be
selected for the reproductlon. Other
choices ore brown noise, white noise,
and pink nolse, for whlch the same pro-
cesslng options may be used,
When the generator functlon ls used at

the same time as the soundcard ls used
tor recording (duplex operation), the
sampling rates must be the sorne Owing
to the limited mlxlng facilities of some
soundcards, lt 15 advisable to generate
via the rlght-hand channel and to use a
mono configuratlon durlng the recording,
wh Ich automatically causes the record-
Ing to be done via the left-hand chonnel,
Thisarrangement ensures that crosstalk ls
minimized.
When very clean measurements ore

needed, it ls advlsable to use a second
cord, an external generator, or a second
computer with suitable soundcord.
After the deslred waveforms have

been generated, sam pies may be
picked up wlth the mouse and placed
elsewhere (see Figure 6), This gives a
wide choice of possibilities to manlpulate
waveformser create new signals.

downsampling

Downsampling, that is, 'convert sampie
type', enables the resolution ot spectral
measurements to be enhanced greatly,
Measurements taken at a high sam-

pling rates (44,1 kHz or 48 kHz) contain
much unnecessary detail If analyses of
low trequencies are requlred (1 cycle at
100 Hz takes about 400 sornples). Unfor-
tunately, in FFT analysis the range ls
divlded linearly so that a measurement of
1024 at the lower end of the range leads
to coarse steps of about 20 Hz,When the
measurements points are then linked, the
resultant curve, If plotted on a logarithmlc
scale, will show a number of 'klnks'.
True, the number of FFTpoints may be

increased to 216 (65536) resulting in tre-
quency steps of ony 0,3 Hz, but thls has
the disadvantage of causing long com-
putatlon tlmes when a slow computer ls
used, or the 'scan' tunetion ls setected.
The use of downsampling results after

anti-aliasing and conversion of the sam-
pies in a new waveform from which all
high frequencies, except those lower
than half the sampllng rate, have been
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removed. The scale of the spectrum
analyser adapts itself to this, so that low
frequencies are more clearly displayed.
In this way, a sampling rate of 6000 Hz

results in a frequency scale of not more
than 3000 Hz,so that in case ot an FFTof
1024 points the resolution is 2.9 Hz. In
downsampling, there is no obligation to
use the sampling rates allocated by the
manufacturer, because the soundcard is
not really used for the measurements.
Theseare just arithmetical operations that
after computation can be represented
by 0 waveform or range of frequencies.
Therefore, if downsampling down to
400 Hzor even lower is selected, low tre-
quencies can be read accurately (as
required, tor instance, during the meo-
surement of 0 woofer in itsenclosure).

transfer measurements with
a logarithmie seale
The logarithmic scale enables the user to
carry out transfer measurements of which,
in contrast to the linear scale, all tre-
quencies con be reod clearly. However,
the discrete measurement points at low
frequencies can be seen, so that for a
satisfactory measurement not fewer thon
212 (4096) test points are needed. When
a very high resolution at low frequencies
is wanted, downsampling may be used.
As an illustration, consider an experi-

ment in which three different test signals
are applied to a 17 cm woofer (see Fig-
ure 7). The inputs are measured with the
aid of the duplex function of the sound-
card, combined with the generator tune-
tions in the software, and stored in a tile.
All signals were applied to the system

at such a level that the linearity was not
jeopardized. The soundcard was driven
to just below the saturation level (up to 16
bits). The pink noise was converted to
whife noise via an electronic correction
network so os 10 obtain 0 real measure-
ment (this would also have been possible
with IiIter setting 'antipink'). After this, the
'sccn' tunetion was used for the selected
2seconds.
In the second case, a linear sweep

was applied for half a second, after
which the 'sc an' tunetion was used to
obtain the transfer characteristic.
In the third case, a sin(x)/x pulse was

applied. Since only a single pulse was
used, 0 quiet of 0 few seconds was meo-
sured (test signal removed from the loud-
speaker), after wh ich the test signal was
applied to the wooter. Additionally, a
record was made of the quiet, which was
then saved with the functions of 'notse
suppression' .
Subsequently, the program computed

the statistical conte nt ot this signal. The
resultant signal was then superimposed

Figure 6. The separate sampies may be picked up and relocated with the mouse.

on to the test signal and subtracted to
yield a clean test signal. (Thismethod is
much faster than that of other systems in
which typically 100 measurement results
are superimposed on 10ane onother end
then differentiated). Afterwards, the time
window was superimposed on to the test
signal and closed before echoes from
the measurement range could distort the
measurement result.
As will be seen in Figure 7, the energy

content (signal-to-noise ratio) of the pink
noise measurement is clearly the highest
of the three, followed by the linear
sweep. The sin(x)/x method is the worst os
tcr es energy isconcerned. However, this
gives more information about the system
being tested since spurious retlections
tram the measurement range are
removed (the time window determines
the purity of the measurement and the
lowest frequency to be measured).
This signal mayaiso be used to

analyse the pulse response.

finally
In taking measurements, the knowledge,
experience and insight of the operator
are just as important os the quality of the
hardware: the soundcard, preamplifier,
and test microphone.
The facilities ot 'cool edit' will, no

doubt, be extended and enhanced in
fuiture versions. Therefore, any feedback
from present users to the manufacturer is
of great value. Internet users may obtain
more information and an evaluation
copy from
http://www.syntrillium.com

19720A31

Hl28.2& 40.00 ~'M7 80.00 113.1 160.0 2211.3 320.0 462.6 64011 905.1 usc 1810 25!1O 3620 5120 7241 10240 14482

Figure 7. The resuttof three measurements on a 17 cm woofer wtth different test signals.
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Until not so long ago, triggering was used only in
oscilloscopes to make certain parts of a signal visible,
With the advent of new measuring instruments, new
trigger techniques have had to be developed.
Today, apart from in oscilloscopes, special trigger
techniques are used in counters, scopemeters, and
graphical rnultirneters, Thisarticle discusses several
trigger techniques used in modern measuring instru-
ments from Fluke*,

Fluke (UK)Urnited

,.

trigger techniques
no Ion ger confined to oscilloscopes

* Huke (UK) ltd
Colon 101Way
Wafford, Herts
Englond WD2 4TT.
Telephone+44 (0)1923 240511;
Fox+ 44 (0) 1923 225067

The tunenon 01 0 trigger circult in a
measuring instrument issimply to lind a
relerence point in a repetitive signal at
which the time base (that ls, the mea-
surement)can be started. Theusermay
add a number 01peripheral conditions.
Figure 1 showsbasically how Iriggering
ts achieved in an analogue osclllo-
scope. Not only is the voltage level at

which a trigger pulse must be output
variable, butthe polarity 01the signal
edges, rising er lalling, isseleclable. II
desired, a hold time may be observed
affer the trigger poinl has been
reached.
Thereare variants01the basic trigger

circuitthat take the type 01inpul signal
lnto account. Even analogue oscillo-
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scopes are equipped wlth TVL(lneJ,
TVF(rame),LF-rej(ect),HF-rej(ect) facill-
tleson fhe trigger control, whlch enable
certaln frequencles to be filtered from
fhe signal, so fhaf trlggerlng at other,
wanted, frequencies is more readily
achleved.
Additional functlons are AC and DC

coupling wlth whlch the dlrect voltage
component In the Input signal may be
passed or blocked. Because of these
functlons, the user isable to determlne
exactly where the time base of an
oscilloscope tsto be trlggered.

digital oscilloscopes

Most digital oscilloscopes feature pre-
and post-trigger delay to enable a sig-
nal to be onolvsed at both sldes of the
trigger point, but the FlukeScopeMeter
has two additional delay modes. The
first lsdelay by events and the second
lsdelay by n cycles.
Conslder the latter first. When uslng

an oscilloscope, you will run oeross
waveforms that just will not trigger weil.
At times, they appear stable, but at
other tlmes they jltter across the screen.
A typlcal example of such a signal Is
shown In Flgure 2. If trlggerlng would
take place at every zero crosslng, the
resultwould be a jlttery signal In whlch
vorlous waveforms would be superlrn-
posed on to one another. In thls case,
trlggerlng wlth a delay of n cycles ls
used.Wlth thls, an Instructlon lsglven fo
walt for n cycles before another trigger
pulse ls glven. If In Flgure 2 n = 3, trlg-
gering will take place at Identlcal
pulses.
Meters that are used for the analysis

ot automotive electronlcs systemsoften
have to cope wlth complex repetitive
signals Inwhlch, for Instance, each 4th,
5fh, 6th or 7th pulse ls mlsslng. Here
also, the n-cycle trigger mode comes
to the ald of the user,because there is
a riskthat automatie trlggerlng (autoset)
will lead to chaos. The delay wlth thts
mode renders the Image stable agaln.
For Instance, If the 4th pulse Ismlsslng,
choose a delay of 3 cycles.
In the event mode, use ls made of

two Input signals: the master trigger
and the event trigger, whlch is used to
increment an event counter. In this
mode, It is,of course, the Intention that
the !wo signalsare In some way related
to one another. A rather slmllarsituation
occurs when the armature voltage of a
motor ls connected via an attenuator
box to a generator.
Therefore, the measurlng Instrument

can be Informed that the master trigger
isenabled only after a certaln number
of events has token ptoce. Thlscom-
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input
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sweep time fly' hold-off
back

waltJng
tor 8 new
trigger

trigger

sweep time fly-
back

972044-11

Figure 1. Triggering iS0 central tunenon in an oscilloscope. todcv trigger circults are
also found in some multimeters and counters.

plex and relatlvely tedious way of trlg-
gering may be used In exceptlonal
cases to obfaln a sfable Image on the
sereen.

peak detector

The Input voltage In a digital oscillo-
scope is sampled by an analogue-to-
digital converter (ADC), whlch at pre-

determined intervals measures end
quantlzes the value ot a voltage. Pro-
vlded that the sampllng rate 15 high
enough, It ls posslble to reconstruct a
signal. Normally, at least 5-1 0 sampies
per Input cycle are needed to obtaln
an acceptable representation of the
input waveform.
Theonly problem that remalns Isthat

spikes (very short pulses) remaln unde-

A 1V AC
10 Ils / DIV

10: 1 PROBE B 2V OFF 10: 1 PROBE
Trig : A J +3CYC

TRIGGER:

RUN

mmm
-SLOPE

TRIGGER
LEVEL

DELAY
ZERO

DELAY

972044 -12

Figure 2 The n-cycle funcfion enables the display of cornp'ex repetitive signals on the
screen. Spurlous signals ore ignored.
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Fourth Sweep

First Sweep

Second Sweep

" Sampling
Interval

Third Sweep

",

Reconstructed
waveform
after successive
timebase sweeps

Trigger Moment

Figure 3. Repetitive sampling of 0 periodic quantity makes high sampllng rates posslble.

counters, a ca se apart

j

tected. If these occur between the
sampies taken, they will not be visible
on the screen. Thisproblem isobviated
in a modern oscilloscope by a good-
quality digital peak detector. Thiscircuit
sampies the signal at a high rate, say,
200 megasampies 5-1, which gives a
resolution of 5 ns.
Usingrepetitive techniques on a sta-

tionary signal in which additional mea-
suring points are gathered, an equiva-
lent or effective sampling rate of one or
several gigasampies 5.1 ispossible (see
Figure 3). Thismeans that the time res-
olution is of the order of 1 ns. The Iim-
ited memory depth in which sampies
are stored means that this high resolu-
tion is only possible at the fastest time-
base setting. At lower time base set-
tings, the sampling rate is reduced to a
value at which the memory can store
all the sampies corresponding to that
time base setting. A limitation of repet-
itive sampling is therefore that signals
with a low duty factor, particularly nar-
row pulses, are difficult to analyse,
unless the earlier mentioned peak
detector is used.

Today, oscilloscope functions are inte-
grated not only in graphie multimeters,
but also in multifunction counters. Such
o counter measures multiple time inter-
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vals, all running from a unique start trig-
ger point af fhe signal ta several sfop
trigger points at vorious trigger levels.
The stop trigger point is incrementally
scanned over the input signal. Themul-
titunction counter then measures the
successive time intervals.
Interesting examples af such coun-

ters are cantained in the Fluke 160
Seriesof MultiFunctionCounters.Where
in an oscilloscope a test signal is sam-
pled horlzontollv, that ls, in the time
domain, in these counters sampling
takes place vertically, which is called
voltage sequential sampling. In this,the
time intervalsbetween different voltage
levels are measured. The resolution of
the measured time interval is always
< 1 ns: not just at the fastest timebase
setting as with traditional DSOs. The
magic here is that vertical sampling
inherently produces a sampling density
over time that depends on the need to
capture signal variations.
SeeFlgure 4 for a comparison of the

two modes of sampling.
The designers of the counter have

turned the world through 90' to better
digitize timing signals. Although this
technique appears expensive since
use cannat be made of standard corn-
ponents, part of the extra cost of the
requisite trigger and sampling circuits is
compensated by the much simpler
design of the display driver circuits.
In vertical sampling, a large number

of trigger levels are used and mea-
surements laken 01 the time intervals
when a given trigger level isexceeded
or not met. For this it is necessary 10 use
a repetitive signal so that multiple mea-
surements, each at a different trigger
level, can be taken.
The interesting point about this tech-

nique is that by definition time intervals
are measured that match the parame-
tersof the input signals. If no signal von-
ations occur, for instance, at the flat top
of a pulse, no sampling takes piace. In
other words, sampies are taken and
stored only if they contain factual infor-
mation.
A dot joiner is used to connect two

measurement points on the sereen 10
render the constant voltage visible.
Theoutput signal in vertical sampling

is0 two-dimensional array that contains
a number of measurement points that
describe the waveform. Each point in
the orray contains information os 10
time (x coordinate) and as to the sig-
nallevel (y coordinate).
The resolution of the voltage mea-

surements.depending on the setting of
the internaI attenuator, is 1, 10, or 100,
which is more than sufficient for most
applications.
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It isclear from the foregoing that this
trigger and sampling technique isemi-
nently suitable for the detection and
measurement in an inexpensive man-
ner of narrow pulses and glitches in
repetitive analogue and digital input
signals, such es in 0 counter. Another
application where this is of great use is
in the ca libration of radar pulses. Such
pulses are 1 /1swide and have a PRF
(pulse repetition frequency) of 1 ms,
resulting in a duty factor of 1:1000.

connect and view

The 'aufoset' function in modern ana-
logue and digital oscilloscopes has
simplified triggering immensely. When
this function is selected, the incoming
signal is analysed and disassembled
into itsconstituent components. On the
bosis of this, the optimum setting is
selected automatically.
In the latest generation of Fluke's

scopemeters, this function has been
enhanced by the addition of 'connect
and view'. Thisaufomatically ensures

that as soon as a signal is applied to
the input terminals an aufoset instruc-
tion is given. Any change in the input
signal automatically actuates a new
aufoset instruction.
Thisfacility enables the triggering of

signals at frequencies down to 1 Hz.Its
chief advantage is that no control
needs to be touched to obtain good
plots of the signal on the screen. Thisis
especially useful when measurements
are taken in ditficult conditions.

[972044J

o

972044·148

b

972044 + 14b

Figure 4, Comparison of (a) conventional horizontal sampling, and [b] vertical sampling.
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''ASCOPE''is 0 computer program that enables
the transfer of asynchronous signals between
two pieces of equipment to be monitored and,
if required, saved for later onolvsts. In this, use is
made of the standard serial port(s) COM1 and
COM2 of the Pe. Other thon 0 simple test
cable, no specific hardware is neeced.

By .J Clerx

66ASCOPE"
measuring analogue signals with a pe

--

There are not many simple aids avail-
able tor monitoring digital traffic over
seriallinks, such as an RS232link. In this
article, an IBMcompatible PC is con-
sidered 01which one serial port iscon-
nected to the unit whose signals are to
be controlled or inspected. II a second
serial port isavailable, this mayaiso be
used to enable the traffic in both direc-
tions to be monifored.
The test cable is a very simple

adjunct (see Figure 2).
ASCOPE(acronym lor asynchronous

oscilloscope) is a DOS program spe-
cially written lor this application. It
arranges the correcf test settings and
the display 01the measured signals on

14 - 11/97 Elektor Electronics EXTRA

the screen. The program is wriften
largely in TurboC Irom Borland. Only a
few, time-critical, routines ore in assem-
bler (MASM).

properfies of fhe program

Facilities provided by, and properties
01,the program are as folIows.
• Simple operation via selection of
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menu-listed items.
Ouring the measurement there is an
indication 01 the time, in seconds,
elapsed since Ihe onsel of Ihe mea-
suremenl cycle.
Simultaneous measurement in two
direclions. Thedirection is indicaled
by 'normal' or 'negative' colour dis-
play on Ihe screen.
For each characler, in bolh direc-
tions, the time is regislered with a
resolution of 1 ms.
Conlrol chcrocters, such as STX(slart
of lext), ETX(end ollexl), LF (line
feed), elc., are displayed by means
of an adapled chorocter set.
The measured data may be
analysed after the measurement
has been completed. The cursor
may be moved freely through the
measured data with the aid of PgUp,
PgDn, and the arrow keys. The time
of registration is displayed ot all
times with aresolution of 1 ms.
Cyclical buffers ensure that Ihe lost
measured characters are retained
for furlher analysis.
Dala may be saved under an arbi-
trarily chosen name.
stcrt and stop markers may be
placed 10enable only Ihe importanl
ports of information 10be saved.
Earlier saved dala are available for
analysisot alltimes. Markersmay be
placed on Ihese 10 enable only
Ihose of inleresllo be recalled for a
fulure analysis.
Pararneterssuch as baudrale, parity,
number ot databits and number of
stopbits may be set via Ihe menu.
Stalus lines ot Ihe top and bottorn
show a number of dala, such as
available keys.

operation
The program is slarled simply by Ihe
instruction
ASCOPE<enler>,

whereupon Ihe firsl window wilh gen-
eral information appears. Pressing a
key causes Ihe main menu 10be dis-
played. The arrow keys enable Ihe
desired selection to be made and exe-
culed via <enler>. The choices Ihen
available are as folIows.

Measurement
When 'measuremenl' is selected, Ihe
measurement ls started. However, i1
there are dala in Ihe buffer Ihal have
not yel been saved, a message is dis-
played asking whether Ihese dala
should be saved for later use.
When Ihe measuremenl is starled,

each characler thot passes Ihe mea-
suremenlline is immedialely displayed

TEST & MEASUREMENT

25.818 sec 2Uez

Fl = back to Min menll

25.878 2100. 8, H. 1

F6 = stert lllark F7 = end Mark

Figura 1. The "ASCOPE~ program measures osvncnronous (RS232l signals and dlsplovs
them on the screen of the monitor. Afterwards. they may be saved os a data file.

on Ihe screen. Thedirection of Ihe dala
slream delermines the kind of display
(normal or high inlensity).
Thecorrecl setting of Ihe parameiers

is described in COM parameiers later
on. Theappropriale value of the para-
meiers is shown allhe righl-hand side
of the upper stotus bar.
New dala are conslanfly added ot

Ihe bottorn, while older ones are
removed 1rom the screen when this ts
full by scrolling,
Measurements are ended when the

Fl key ispressed, whereupon Ihe main
menu is displayed again.

RxD

Display data
When display dala is selected, Ihe
dala Ihal are in Ihe buffer (via Mea-
suremenlor Load dala) are displayed,
The cursor may be moved Ihrough
Ihese with PgUp, PgDn and Ihe arrow
kevs.
Theupper stalus line showsthe time,

in seconds and milliseconds, of Ihe firsl
characler in the butfer, the lost char-
acler in Ihe buffer, and the characler
on which the cursor isplaced. Thismay
be very useful when iI is desired 10
measure the exact response times in
the communication between the two

K2'?

,
s

K3~~~~~~~~~fq~~~~~~~f4~-.
'?

972045· 11

Figure 2. Construction of the test coble. See Figure 3 for other types of connector.
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number of coto bits and stopbits, as weil
as the parity seHing must be known.
Selection is made with the keys marked
with Ihe up and down arraws; modifica-
tions are made wilh the keys with lett-
hond and righl-hand arrows. The
selecled value isshown al the upper sto-
tus bar. The submenu is replaced by the
mein menu with -center>.

1
ZTxO
3 RxO
4 RTS
5 crs
60SR
7SG
8 DeO
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
f6
17
18
19
200TR
21
22
23
24
25

oc,~,,~
cm
'"os,,~
CO>•

End
When 'end' is selecfed, fhe program is
lerminated.

hardware needed
Ta use Ihe datascope, a PC and a suit-
ably adapted lesl coble lerminaled in
suo-o conneclors are required.
When a PC has two serial ports, one

of these normally has a 9-pole con-
neclor and Ihe olher a 25-pole con-
neclor. II is obviously advisable 10 use
one type of conneclor for Ihe two mea-
suremenl links (bolh female). The inter-
connecling cable is provided wilh a
male and a female connector, sa thaI
it con always be used es an extension
cable.
It is also possible 10 use an adaptor

of which a variety of different kinds is
available. The adaplor is inserled
between one of Ihe pieces of equlp-
menl and Ihe cable. The link 10 the
measuremenl PC is via Ihis adaptor. The
adaptor may be 9-pole-Io-25-pole or
vice versa 10 adapl the cable for the
kind of measuremenl 10 be carried out.
The "ASCOPE" program can be

found on Ihe CD-ROM Efectronics soff-
ware 96-97, Order no. 976003, cvou-
able Ihrough our Readers Services
found towards Ihe end of this issue. The
relevanl files are found in Nlj23.

[972045

Figure 3, Pinouts of 0 9-pole and a 25-pole RS232connector.

pad, have to be enlered. If a portion of
Ihe information has been marked, only
that portion will be soved.

pieces of equipment.
A certain portion of the dala may be

marked. To do this, place the cursor at
the beginning of Ihe portion 10 be
marked and press F6. Then, place the
cursor al the end of the portion of the
data to be marked and press F7. The
portion so marked is shown markedly
different. When these dala are saved
(see 'save data'), only the marked por-
tion will be saved.
Pressing Fl reverts to Ihe main

rnenu.

Load data
When 'load data' is selecled, data
already on the disk will be loaded
anew. Apart from the name af the
data, the name of the pad and that of
the disk on which the da ta is stored
may be entered.

COM parameters
When 'COM parameters' is selected, a
submenu will be displayed. Thisconlains
the various parameters thaI are to be set
in accordance with Ihe settings of the
signals on the link which are to be mea-
sured. Thismeans that the baudrale, the

Save dala
With 'save data' selected, it becomes
posslble to save information contained
in the buffer. The name, and if desired,
the name of the disk and name of the
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